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Unprecede~te~ lmpr isonm ent
Panelists share growing
concern over the U. S.
prison industrial complex

I

byjJacob Gordon
Last Wednesday the Bard
Prisen Initiative hosted a panel to
discuss the prison industrial complex. The three panelists illustrated some of the historical and
economic context that has led to
the massive expansion of the
American justice system. The
question of social context ran
through what all three speakers
said: what in society has led to
there being more people in
prison now than at any other
point in history, and what kinds
of Impacts will this have on
society?
Beverly Gage from the
Department of History at
Columbia Universlty began her
talk by saying that the United
States is the " prison capital of
the world." "ln the shear number
of prisoners, in the shear number
of prisons, lengths of sentences .
.. there really hasn't been anything quite like what we are experiencing in this country right
now." She stated the statistic
that America has approximately 2
million people in prison at any
given time. This being a unique
point in history, Gage said that it
is also a pivotal time to redirect
these trends, to Intervene with
the current progress of the criminal justice system, " because as
the population continues to escalate, as prisons continue to grow,
as the physical structures get
into place, the business structures, the criminal justice structures ... it becomes that much
harder with every moment to
step back and put a stop to
what's going on ."
Another view that she
shared with the other panelists
was that of the effects of prisons
on society. "I think it is very

important to not simply
think of prisons today
as simply affecting
prisoners." The communities that prisons
are in, the families of
inmates as weil as
those who run and
werk in prisons, are all
going to be affected by
the growing presence
of prisons, according to
Gage. As more people
are going to prison and
the system is expands,
Une Up the Usual Suspects! : An enlightened triad of panelists articulate the horrific social consequences of the ba looning prison
" prison takes on a
lndustrial complex. From ·left to right, Beverly Gage, Max Wolff, and Sasha Obremski.
much more active role
ated, that there are a variety of
to crime: considering it in more
factors involved. She finished by
in society."
other ways to deal with crime, to
epidemic terms. This approach
Gage
saying that America is at a critithat
point
Another
deal with people who commit
expanded under Reagan and it is
cal juncture in the evolution of
makes isthat she believes that
crimes, to deal with the variety of
during that time leading up to
the penal system and it's social
people need to become more
issues that prisons are dealing
1990 that the prison population
development. "I think we may
aware of the fact that prisons are
reached 1 million people.
with at the moment- which go far
also be at a moment right now
social contrivances, that they
beyend crime." Although she did
Accord ing to Gage, the rise of
when it is not only necessary, but
have not always been with us in
not go into further detail on alterdrugs and the resulting War on
also politically possible to begin
the way that they are today. Most
natives to the current system,
Drugs, mandatory minimums,
to Intervene in many of these
people assume that prisons have
she did give some historical conracial scapegoating and a generpolicies that have been developalways been there and can not
ally new approach to crime and
text as to the evolution of the
ing for the last twenty years."
imagine a world without them,
punishment were among the facMax Wolff, a doctoral stumodern prison system.
but according to Gage, prisons
dent in economics at the
Under the Nixen administrators that led to this explosion of
have only been existent in their
the prison populatlon . "I don't
University of Massachusetts at
tion of the early seventies, she
modern form for the past 150 to
Amherst, made a series of points
want to underestimate the Ieveis
explained, there emerged what is
200 years. "I think it is important
to put the expansion of the
of real violence and of real crime
called " Law and Order Pol itics".
to remember that prisons are
prison system in an economic
that was going on in the late
This represented a new approach
Institutions that people have crecontut. Mu Wolff hea ~es
1980's and earty 1990's, but I
a union representative for prison
think the critical thing to think
guards, and has served as a
about now, as crime has really
paralegal for John Williams, a
begun to recede in pretty remarkprominent civil rights lawyer from
able ways at this point, is why it
Connecticut.
is that the prison population has
Wolff pointed out that, "we
continued to expand."
live in a unique time economicalShe made the point that the
ly as much as we live in a unique
situation is worsening. That the
time in terms of ou r prison popupolicies and attitudes towards
lation, and I don 't think those two
incarceration have taken on a
things are unrelated." The first
momentum of their own , putting
factorthat he cites as being conmore and more people in prison
tributive is the fall of real wages.
while actual crime rates recede,
suggesting that there are other
... continued on next page

The policies and attitudes towards
incarceration have taken a·n a
momentum of their own, putting
more and more people in prison
while actual crime rates recede,
suggesting that there are other
factors involved.

Evangelical Descension and Student Ascension
Christian rock group sings tithings and spreads the good news
On Thursday, September 14, a
strange occurrence happened behind the
campus chape!. As the sun set over the
Catskill Mountains, a group of highly
devoted Christians from the community
descended on Bard College with one goal:
to spread the word of God through rock n'
roll.
A small group of Bard students gathered in curiosity at the base of their holy
makeshift stage. The Christian band
cranked out catchy gospel-inßuenced rock
tunes as their student followers gleefully
danced and attempted to sing along.
While the band pertormed, a man
wearing a tie and dress shirt passionately
spoke into a microphone about the importance of accepting God into one's life.
According to one of the curious Bard students, he began to enthusiastically praise
the God-inspired success story of rightwing televange!ist Pat Robertson. "That
man started with a nickel in his pocket.

Look at him now .•. he's a mlllionalre!"
The message: You can be just like Pat if
you join their team.
By the time 8:00 p.m. rolled around
the events behind the chapel became
more peculiar. The Christians soon
revealed the gifts that they had brought
for unbelieving Bardians. These consisted
of small plastic crosses wrapped in colorful ribbon, soft cover International-version
Bibles, and something that you can't buy
at Wal Mart •.. protection from the Devil.
As two of the women trom the group
distributed their goodies, the man
approached the students, asking them
simple questions such as, "What is your
name?" From there he followed up with a
more serious inquiry: "Do you want to be
saved?" Weil who the hell could turn that
down! !f his target complied, he wou!d
then proceed to place one hand on the
recipient's head with the other on his/her
arm. Eyes closed, face to the heavens, the
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!arge mustached man would thus invoke
the power of Jesus Christ Almighty to save
this person and to protect them from the
temptatlons of the Devil.
As the band contlnued to produce the
music of the Lord, one of the female
preachers united the dwindling group of
students through a ritual in which they all
held hands to form a circle. She passionetely screamed to God, pleadlng with Him
to save their souls from the grlp of Satan.
As the students danced and sang along
with band, the maniacal woman assured
them that they •are sooo saved!" and that
"the Devil will just back off now!"
Somewhat ironically, as these events
were occurrlng SILK (the S & M club) was
having their weekly meeting outside, adjacent to the chapel grounds.
After the songwas finished a Bard
Security employee announced that the
showwas over due to a noise complainl
The now~nverted students responded in

protest urging the Christian musical
ensemble to " Piay one morel" The Iead
preacher assured them that they will
retum the following Thursday. Same time,
same place.
As Thursday, September 21
approached, talk about the mysterious
Christian rockers spread like wild fire.
Several students were very excited to witness the bizarre display themselves.
At approximately 7:30 p.m. a small
group trekked over to the chapel to see
the same group of preachers there, setting up a circle of chairs and organizing
the materlals. The Christians were there,
but the rock was missing. When asked
about the absence of the band the large
evangelist man explained that they couldn't make it, but promised that they would
be back in the mlddle of October.
let's pray that they do retum to save
the heathens that are Bard College students.
-Matt Dlneen
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He describes a country that
is working harder than ever, but
actually making less money. He
notes that there have been only
two decades since records have
been kept when the average
wage didn't go up. Those two
decades were the seventies and
the eighties. "The average person
is working an equivalent of four
more weeks per year, in terms of
forced overtime and number of
hours, than they were twenty
years ago, for less money." For
Wolff this represents an
inevitable change in the overall
attitude of the nation. He also
mentions that the decline in
wages did no(effe~ a segregated
minority, but more than 90% of
the American people experienced
a decline.
The secend factor that Wolff
presents is the emergence of a
different kind of taxation . in the
eighties, he said, America had a
" progressive" tax system where
the tax rates increase as the
base income increases. During
the late eighties that system was
supplanted by a more "regressive" tax system where the tax
rates decrease as the base
income increases. This change
means that the wealthy minority
is getting taxed proportionally
less, while the poorer majority is
being tax proportionately more.
The third factor is the recent
economic boom. Wolff says that
returns on stocks, bonds and cerparate earning have skyrocketed.
Unprecedented returns have
come from the stock market and
the field of big business.
However, "in the meantime, people have not only not gatten raises, they have in essence been
getting paid less." The national
economic success, says Wolff,
has been economic success
mostly for the 1% of Americans
that own 90% of all privately
owned stocks and bonds.
Butthis influx of wealth,
however confined, has not gone
unobserved. Wolff notes how the
media entreats people to watch
the stock market explode, to
watch people succeed and get
rich almest instantly (i.e., who
wants to be/ marry a millionaire).
" Wealth is more and more

fetishized, more and more discussed, more and more celebrated as it is more and more concentrated."
This public spectacle of
wealth has led people into debt.
" Never before in history has a
generat public been as massively
in debt as the average American
is today." Why don't we hear
more about this? According to
Wolff, the space in which discussion of these issues should take
place has been eliminated.
People live in a social and economic pressure cooker, " but they
have no language to discuss that
because over the past twenty
years you saw a systematic
undermining and atrophying of
the American Left." He says that
the American people have been
deprived of political and social
institutions "that give the mass of
people a way to understand their
condition."
Wolff mentions both political
efforts, starting with Reagan, as
weil as the corporate undermining of leftist thought. Reagan 's
war on organized Iabor is a legacy that continues today, and
depends now more than ever
upon a mutual intolerance on the
part of growing corporations.
"And who steps up to the
occasion?", asks Wolff. The Right,
is his answer, and he says that
the blame is directed towards the
poor. The "Myth of the Happy
Criminal ", he says, illustrates this
new attitude. People are encouraged to blame those who are not
working as hard as them for the
fact that wealth is not trickling
down to the lower classes. This,
he says, contributes to the rift
between the lower and middle
classes. "The same people who
you think have it too easy, you'll
drive two hours out of your way to
make sure not to drive through
their neighborhood."
These attitudes have a direct
impact on the way the country
thinks of crime and people who
are accused of crimes. Wolff
says, "We have seen all this rage,
from the changing in the wage
structure, from the changing in
the taxation structure, from the
change in inequality, be refocused on petty criminals; those

who the middle class has a hope
of triumphing against." Why don't
people Iook more often to the
broader system, as opposed to
those even worse off than themselves? " Because they can't
afford the lawyers and because
they can't afford to have the laws
rewritten to change the laws to
allow them to do what they want
to do." And why would changing
the laws even be proposed as a
possible approach? Wolff says,
"That's the raute corporations
tend to take."
The third panelist, Sasha
Obremski, is currently writing a
book on the American prison system. He has spent much time
observing prisons and interviewing inmates as weil as those who
have been released and are on
parole. Obremski has seen many
individual cases of mistreatment
and mishandling of inmates, he
says, many of them horrifying.
But the specifics were not his
centrat point. While observing the
Huntsville prison facility in Texas,
where the state performs its executions, Obremski became aware
of an adjoining facility called the
Estelle unit. The Estelle unit is
what is called an administrative
segregation facility. in administrative segregation facilities an
inmate is kept in "an eight foot by
six foot cell that you're in for 23
and a half hours of the day. You
never talk to anyone eise and you
never tauch anyone eise." 600
men are in this particular unit.
Any number of crimes can land a
person in an administrative segregation fac ility: anything from
violent crimes, to drug offenses,
and car theft, but also more
ambiguous cases such as being
an alleged gang member, funotiorilng as a Jall house ~.
trying to organize inmates politically. Obremski says that even a
personal issue between a guard
and an inmate can Iead to isolation.
When Obremski went to the
Estelle unit he was amazed at
what he saw: "600 grown men
behind Plexiglas doors screaming. Howling like a 19th century
bedlam." "We went to one of the
holding cells, a wire mesh cell;

Ör

... continued on page 4

we go away . . . I explore every aspect of weekend living in these pages and have written about
the people who make these houses come to life:
not just the architects and designers who, in
some cases, helped transform them, but also
the people who, each weekend, ca ll them
home."
News Brief Suggests that Buddhist Discourse
May Ease Bard/Vassar Tension
Bard Alumna to Speak
On October 14, at 4:30 p.m. , yet another of
Bard College's rich and famous alum will do
what Bardians do best-speak, and speak, and
speak some more. What Penelope Rowlands will
be speaking about probably has something to do
with her writing career and her f irst book,
Weekend Hauses.
The speaking will take place in Room 102 of
the Olin Huma nit ies Building, and is su re to
include a whole Iot of wonderful quotes by
Rowlands such as, "although Weekend Hauses
is about architecture and design, it is also about
someth ing more--the way we choose our Ieisure
time. lt's about where we go to, in a sense, when

Apparently Bard and Vassar professors get
along better than Bard and Vassar students, or
at least better than most Bard students want to
believe Bard and Vassar professors and students
should get along. Faculty from the two colleges
(Bradley Clough of Bard , and Bryan Van Norden
of Vassar) will be hosting- as you probably could
have guessed- a discussion.
The discussion will contain both factual and
opinionated matter perta ining to "BuddhistConfucian Encounters and Contributions To
Chinese Culture," which is surprisingly enough
the title for this event. The discussion will be
held on Monday, October 16, at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 115 of the Olin Language Center at Bard

World Car Free Day and
Security: Some Lessons
First Critical Mass at Bard clogs traffic
on 9G ~or a good ten minutes
An exuberant group of 50odd Bard students gathered in
front of the Old Gym on
September 21st to take part in
the World Car Free Day demonstration in solidarity with activists
araund the world . Same of us
showed up with bikes, others with
skateboards, and many with just
their own "two little pistons," as
Security Director Ken Cooper calls
them. A little after 5:00 p.m., we
setout en massedown Campus
road to Annandale Road, whooping and hollering. with joggers in
the Iead bearing a banner. There
was a real sense of excitement in
taking part with other demonstrators world-wide in an event
geared toward questioning and
confronting the supremacy of the
automobile on our roads and its
pervasive effects on our culture
and our environment..
Bard Security had blocked
off a stretch of Annandale Road
from Campus Road to Manor
Road to accommodate the event,
though we did encounter a few
surprised but courteous drivers,
who we gently nudged off to the
side. After reaching Manor, our
plan, agreed to by Security, was
to simply return to Main Campus
and enjoy the delicious vegan
food a voiunteer had prepared for
us. But we reached a generat consensus in the course of our return
trip from Manor to take the
demonstration out onto 9G.
of
rush hour at this point and so this
action turned out to be a bit dangerous. A Security officer had
been riding with us on his new
patrol bike and he rode with us
on 9G to do his part to ensure
our safety. Our procession held
up a long line of southbound
motorists, many of whom passed
us, flipping us the bird and honking angrily. As it turned out, this
created a dangeraus scenario precisely the kind of situation
Security wished to avoid.

... .,.........-1ent

Fortunately, we all survived the
journey to the south entrance by
the triangle intact. Nevertheless,
our spontaneaus action raised
concerns among Security about
the organization of the event,
communication and sa fety.
Understandably, some officers were angered that we went
against the agreement some
organizers had made with
Security to stay off 9G . However,
it is important to clarify that the
event was not under any sort of
leadership. The motion to take
over the southbound lane of 9G
was not planned and so the students involved did not intentionally deceive Security. lt is, nonetheless, valid to question the safety
and fa irness of the action to both
Security and those northbound
motorists who may have been
endangered by the frustrated drivers who passed us illegally in the
oncoming lane. We can learn
from the event to improve the
process of establishing th e
parameters of future events in
cooperation with Security, or at
least to make an effort to consider further the advisability of our
actions as a collective within the
consensus-process.
The Security offleer who rode
with us was very supportive of th e
demonstration up to the point at
which we decided to go onto 9G .
He, too, is concerned with the
excessive use of cars on campus,
es~tly when they are totBIIy
unnecessary- like driving fro m
the Kline Iot to the South Hall Iot.
"Autoholism" is another student
vice that makes Security's job
more difficult than it needs to be,
and contributes to a broader
sensethat many Bard students
routinely act inconsideratelydrive too much, make unnecessary messes, destroy property
senselessly, and so forth. The
World Car Free Day was a welcome opportunity to raise the
. .. continued on page 5
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The lraq Teach-ln at Bard, or How the Economic
~anctions Against lraq Have Killed 1 . 7 million
On Wednesday, September 23 there
was a teach-ln at the Olin Language
Center, featuring three different speakers
to present eftectively the why's and how's
of the embargo and bombings against
lraq. The evening started oft with two
speakers from the Catskill Bruderhoff
community telfing of their recent visits to
lraq, followed by seniors Michael
Chameides and Shankar Gopalakrishnan.
To understand the reasoning behind
the U.S. government's legitimization of
these sanctions, one must Iook at the socalled 'national interest' in the area. lt is
explicit that the main concem in the
Middle East is oil and energy production.
ln the first place, there is now a consensus among geologists that the world may
be heading for a serious oil crisis. ln spite
of new technology and deep-sea drilling,
the rate of discovery of oil has been
declining in the past few decades.
Secondly, the rate of use of oil is accelerating. Close to half of the total use of oil in
history has been in the last 20 years. The
third crucial point is that a very substantial part of the world's oil resources is in
the Arabian peninsula-Per sian Gulf
region. That means that the importance of
the region as a strategic center and as a
Ievei of control over world aftairs is
increasing. For the last 50 years, the
United States has been determined to
control that region with the assistance of
Britain.
The year 1990 marks a pivotal point
between U.S...Jraq relations. Before the
19905, lraq was a recipient of diplomatic
and military support on top of being a privileged trade partner. Arms sales to lraq
escalated du ring the lran-lraq war•.as
Saddam Hussein led his diplomatic and

American Friends Service Committee and
the govemments of France, Egypt, the
United Arab Emirates and many other
countries.
As the American public and media
military campaign with American support.
the sanctions. President Clinton and
are being prepared to accept and cheer(After all, lraq was a secular country with a Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
lead the next bombing of the people of
proven pro-U.S. orientation. Washington
have expressed contradictory and incoher- lraq, the stated rationale isthat lraq is an
viewed the lslämists in Tehran with signifient Statements about these sanctions.
"outlaw• state. On the forefront of accusacantly more unease). The result of these
"They flip flop between different conditlons against lraq is the issue over chemimilitary campaigns was the capitulation of tions lraq must fulfill for the sanctions to
cal weapons. Chameides explains that
Iran in 1989 with its commensurate
be lifted. Sometimes they say that lraq
lraq has never used chemical weapons
slaughter of lranian and lraqi soldiers and
must 'comply' with weapons inspections
without U.S. support; the only time it used
innocents, and its destruction of oil,
and sometimes they say that even if lraq • chemical weapons (against the Kurds) it
wealth, property and the environment of
complies sanctions will not be lifted", says
bought the weapons from the U.S. and
both countries. ln the summer of 1990,
Chameides. Moreover, Albright also flip
was militarily and financially supported by
lraq interpreted U.S. acquiescence of fronflops between contradictory statements
the U.S. Furthermore, both Chameides
tier modifications in Kuwait as a green
where on the one hand she declares the
and Gopalakrishnan pointed out that the
light for an invasion of Kuwait. Kuwait had
sanctions are a price worth paying despite
U.S. has rnost of the biochemical weapons
been drilling oil diagonally into lraqi territo- resulting deaths and praises 'food for oil'
in the world and that, ultimately, lraq does
ry and had been selling more oil than
prograrns, which are actually devoid of any not represent a threat to US or the Middle
allowed under OPEC regulations, says
sort of proper nutrition and merely provide Eastem region. That said, U.S. and British
Chameides, so lraq interpreted these as
starches. lnversely, Albright denles entirely bombs are still dropped at an average of
economic incentives to invade Kuwait.
the nefarious consequences of the sanoonce every other day. More than three
(Chameides does notjustify by any means · tions.
hundred civilians have died in American
the brutal actions of the invasion.) The
• The official rendering appears to be
bombings of " military" targets in the last
lraqi invasion of Kuwait stood out as a
that sanctions are in place because lraq is two years. As Chameides states: 'the U.S.
milestone in which lraq had acted under
not cooperating with UNSCOM. That is the
is bombing schools and hospitals, not just
its own initiative against Kuwait, but whh
pretext, but it is a joke. lraqi's military
military targets'. fn which case the quesarms provided by the United States.
capacity has never recovered from Desert
tion remains: who benefits from these violraq had not been compliant to U.S.
Storm. Even if that were the case, the U.S.
lent acts of terrorism? Chameides
demands and sanctions were then
itself does not cooperate with internationanswers "oil companies, banks, and priinstalled. Sanctions against lraq are slowly allaw. These sanctions against lraq have
vate military contractors."
killing an entire population. According to
been condemned by the International Red
ln conclusion , we are left with the
United Nations statistics, more than 1.7
Cross, the UN Subcommission on
realization that an entire population has to
million have died since 1990 because ot
Protection of Human Rights, the Pope, the
deal with the embargo because the Ieader
of an oil-rich country did not remain compliant to U.S. oil interests. We are demanding an end to the continuing war against
lraq and Iift of the sanctions.

We are left with the realization that an
entire population has to de~l with the
embargo because the Ieader of an
oil-rich country did not remain compliant to U._
S._QH ·

lf you want to join collective actions
against the sanctions and the bomblngs,
come to the basement of the o/d gym at B
PM on Tuesdays for the /raq worl<ing
meetlm! or at 7 PM on Wednesday,s

Prison Initiative contin ued .
there was blood from floor to ceiling. lt was like a
Jackson Pollack painting." When Obremski asked guards
about the blood, they said that self-m utilation by the
inmates is common . "The reason that l'm telling you this
is because as our prison system has expanded, more
and more people are being kept in isolation."
Obremski said that Texas is building further isolation
facilities to accommodate 5,000 people. California , he
says, already has capacity forthat many people and
there is a federal unit in Colorade devoted entirely to
inmate isolation cells. "All over the country, people are
going into isolation."
According to Obremski, to simply think of the inhumanity of this is not enough. One has to consider that
some 92% of people who go into prison come out, and,
according to Obremski, they come out "substantially
altered".
"These people lash out. lf they're touched on the
street they turn areund and punch somebody because
they can 't control their reactions. They go home to their
spouses or girlfriends, they beat the hell out of them
because they can't control their reactions. l've interviewed people who are back in prison again because
they were convicted of a non-violent crime, they end up
in isolation, they went mad, they got released and they
killed people or they raped people."
Obremski stated that somewhere between ten thousand and twenty thousand people are going into isolation every year. This, he says, will have "enormous consequences down the road." He noted that this method of
solitary confinement is used in New York and encouraged people investigate it and take action.
Obremski's other main point was something called
felon disenfranchisement. Felon disenfranchisement "is
essentially a web of laws that says if you have been convicted of a felony, you can 't vote". ln places like New York
felon disenfranchisement has little eftect on people who
are out of prison and those on parole and mostly applies
to the currently incarcerated. However, in other parts of
the country and especially in the South, felon disenfran-

chisement laws mean that anyone convicted of a felony
cannot vote for the rest of her or his life. He further illustrated this problern as a racial one: "Among the white
population in the South, maybe one in 100 people is disenfranchised, but among black people it is one in four".
ln Alabama , one in three black men cannot vote because
of felon disenfranchisement.
"We went through the Civil Rights movement. We
had people struggle and die for the right to vote, and
without anybody realizing it, one in four people of color in
the South has now been disenfranchised ".
Accord ing to Obremski, 5 million Americans will
never vote again because they have been convicted of a
felony. He asks, "Why do we care about this? We care
about this because America claims to be a democracy."
People are being denied access to the political system,
and this carries serious implications. This situation has
people asking, "Why should I abide by your laws if I can't
vote? Why should I agree to be a peaceable, decent citizen if I have no stake in voting on the politicians who are
going to determine the kinds of schools my kids go to, or
the amount of taxes I have to pay, or the kind of healthcare I am going to get?" Obremski agrees with the other
panelists, that the effects of an unprecedented prison
system are an issue that we just can't predict.
Max Wolff says that, " Never before has wealth been
so massively upwardly distributed from the less aftluent
to the more affluent, in known human history, without it
resulting in a revolution. " By this he says what all three
panelists said, which is that, on a global scale, we are living in a time unlike any other and the prisons are there
to prove it.
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lbe Name Above tbe Door
0/d men win big, get buildings named after them
byiJacob Cottingham

II

When you hear a freshman yell, " Party
at Tewksburyl" you probably don't wonder
initially who Tewksbury was, but by the end
of the night, on occasion, a young man or
woman might be heard keeping a dying
conversation alive by wendering aloud at
the origin of the dorm's name. Donald
Tewksbury, who arrived at Bard in 1933 at
the age of 39 , would probably blush and
say, " lt's me, oh, it's me."
Mr. Tewksbury was Dean of Students,
or "Oid Ling Po", to the students according
to The History of Bard College, which also
describes him as being an "educational
philosopher of surpassing ability." lndeed,
it is Dean Tewksbury who is responsible for
that ulcer many Bard students develop in
the weeks before moderation. His
Educational Program for Bard College is
considered a classic in modern higher education. lncluded in that program are the
concepts of what later became known as
" Moderation," "Senior Project," and the
fabled "lntersession." lt was also a proposition of his that studentstake four twerhour
classes consisting of ten to twelve students
around a table with a professor. Tewksbury
res igned in 1937 and finished his career at
Columbia University. He received an honorary doctorate from Bard in 1954, and
died in 1958. Tewksbury dorm was named
after him in 1962.
On staff at the time of Tewksbury's
honorary degree was the amiable Heinrich
Bluecher, a professor of philosophy.
Bluecher is responsible for being the director of the "Common Course," the precursor
to the not.quite-as-popular Freshman
Seminar. From 1953 to 1967 Mr. Bluecher
was the "intellectuallife of the college,"
again according to The History of Bard
Co/fege. The fi rst semester of the Common
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The Good , the Bad, and the Ugly: (from left to right) George Franklin Seymour, the College's first warden, Donald Tewksbury, who brought students
such niceties as Moderation and Senior Project, and Heinrich Bluecher, one bad mother-shut your mouthl
Course was intended to raise the questions
of humanity by introducing the newly
arrived Bard student to the great classics
of the world. The second semester was
intended to further explore these questions
through the books of many literary masters
such as Plato's Republic. Possibly tied to
the idea of Freshman Seminar is the fact
that Heinrich was a consultant in psycher
logical warfare to the US Army du ring World
War II. Bluecher died in 1970 at the age of
71 and in 1975 his wife donated nearly
5,000 books to the library, mostly in the
areas of social philosophy and the humanities.
Bluecher was not a professor du ring
the same time as Dr. Vasil Obreshkove, a
man responsible for the name of another
Ravine. "Obie," as he was affectionately
known in those pre-Star Wars days, wa~ a
science professor who had a Iove and

respect for the subject and helped to
establish Bard's strong science department. Hired in 1925, his personality perhaps gave an inclination to the modern.
Obreshkove Ravine. He is described as
being a person of "vast emotional capacity,
unlimited physical and mental energy, and
rock-bound convictions," adjectives that
immediately spring to mind when describing any past, present or future
Obreshkovite. Not only was Dr. Obie a
staunch Republican, he loved to garden,
garden, garden! This he did outside the
home of the Obreshkove family, a.k.a.,
Ludlow, all ha ll.
These people Iead us nicely into
another ma in player in the Bard community, Reamer Kline, the last President of Bard
before Botstein. ln 1960 the six foot two,
E~l prfetrt became Preslderit and
helped to pul! Bard into its modern state.

Kline was respons ible for improving several
areas of Bard life, including the amount of
involvement student government has within the community, how many students were
Iet in, modernizing several of the dorms
and getting several building for the college's use. These buildings included
Manor, the first lecture hall at Bard, a rener
vated library, some dorms in Cruger Village,
the Music and Art centers, the Kellogg
library, the Ravines and the then fantastically new Kline Commons. He is also the
author of The History of Bard College, and
retired in 1974. lt is rumored he did not
even know what a vegan buffet is.
So, disperse some knowledge, entertain your guests and parents next time they
visit, and throw back some Genny Light
sometime for Donald Tewksbury whose
nlcl<name, agaln, was Old Uni!. Po.

Critical Mass continued . . .
Sleepytime for Napster at Penn
Beware Napster fansl Not
only have MIT, Berkeley, Duke,
Michigan, and Stanford promised to investigate the case
against Napster, but Penn State
University has also moved a step
torward by sending a mass email
to all its students, banning them
from using copyrighted songs on
Napster.
The email was the result of
a Ietter sent from Dr. Dre and
Metallica's lawyers to Penn State
President Graham Spanier. The
President was asked to ban
Napster from the university's
computer network. Dr. Dre and
Metallica feel Napster software
encourages people to steal
copies of their music, which vier
lates their copyright and drains
money from their album sales.
The policy has sparked controversies within the university
community. "Aithough it is not
the intent to curtail Iegitimale
uses of such software, the university has an obligation to
ensure that its networks and
computers are not used to vier
late the law or university policy,"
Rodney Erickson, executive vice
president and provost, said in
the e-mail.
Joe Di Cicco (sophomorefilm and video) disagrees with
the new policy. " lt's none of their
business what we do with our
Internet connection," he sa id. "I

think people are going to be really pissed off about it."
According to the email, any
computer attached to Penn
State's network in any way could
be monitored for violations and
users should be aware that Penn
State has a program of continuous review of network traffic to
identify copyright violations.
Erickson said scans would
be used to identify very high
users that may be running
Napster or a similar program to
down Ioad video or music files.
Penn State can scan traffic characteristics of computers on its
network, but the scans will not
examine the content of the computers.
"We are not Big Brother
looking at what they are doing
on their computers," Erickson
said. "We are asking why traffic
is the way it is. Why it is consistent with that of downloading
files?''
About 80 on-campus students and one staff member
were identified as heavy users of
copyrighted files du ring a scan
conducted this week. Early
Thursday morning, they received
e-mails telling them to delete the
files or disconnect from Penn
State's network within seven
days.
lf the users do not respond
within one week, the university

reserves the right to withdraw
their access account privileges,
Erickson said. Although the university won't be looking at the
content of computers, the idea
that they are monitoring individual usage bothers some students.
lf students want to continue
to use Napster for copyrighted
material, they must use an
Internetservice provider other
than Penn State's network,
another university official said.
However, tech-savvy users
may be able to get around this.
" Having it banned won't
stop it from being used," Ken
Pierson (senior-5econdary education) said. "You can dial into
Napster through a remote host."
However, university officials
hope the policy will cause a
decrease in Napster usage,
which will speed up the network.
Ben Frisbee Uunior-meteorology) agreed with Penn State's
decision to Iimit Napster usage
because it clogs up the Internet,
making it harder for others to
use the Web for homework.
"They (Penn State administrators) should shut it down," he
said.
A survey done by Gartner
Group lnc. released last month
found that 34 percent of colleges surveyed have banned
Napster on their networks.
Napster representatives
could not be reached for comment.

I

Ievel of awareness of alternatives to cars, something the offleer feels strongly about.
Ken Cooper, the Security
Director, is hirnself a former
bike racer and an advocate of
alternative forms of traffic. He
instituted the Bike Patrol as
part of an effort to diminish
Security's contribution to the
"traffic problem" and would like
to go a step further by mounting
blkes on patrol vehicles and outfrtting officers with cold weather
gear-budget permittlng. cars,
he reflected, are "a great Invention," but "anything that's good
can be abused." He suggests
that students take the time to
walk more often . This gives you
"a chance to ruminate ... to
calm your alpha waves."
Both he and the aforementioned offleer had some good
suggestions for future events of
this klnd. For one, more could
and should be done withln the
Bard community to raise awareness of our over-dependence on
cars. Future events could
include a Ionger route through
campus, which would involve
more students. Secondly, they
both pointed out that, we could
get the media involved if we
want to engage the local cornmunity more, getting some coverage, writing letters to the editors or press releases, and
things ofthat sort. We could

also come up with petitions for
the creation of a bike path on
9G, which is marked as a
shared road down toward
Poughkeepsie. We are only a
small part of a !arge community
of bikers in the area who must
share the road with motorists.
These alternatives, they suggest, could be more effective
than simply taking over 9G du ring rush hour and pissing off
motorists.
One motorist made a cornplaint to the State Police, who
then called Security to see what
was going on. Cooper told me, "I
said, 'Everythlng's under control' and they Iet it go cause
they trusted us." This raises the
issue of whether we want to
attract unnecessary attention
from local law enforcement with
our activism. I am glad that we
did take 9G, but understand in
retrospect that it was unsafe
and placed a strain on
Security/student relations. This
said, let's take this opportunity
to leam ways to improve lines of
communication, mutual respect
and trust with the workers who
are responsible for our safety
here at Bard. I, for one, prefer
riding alongside an offleer to
driving by him or her, separated
by all that noisy steel-like
Cooper told me, it's all about
synergy and chillin' out the
alpha waves.
-Adam Davlson
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Qua rtz? Ang els? Wha t (time} is this plac e? A spea ker at Vas
sar prov okes a
deep Iook into the imaginative map ping of Los Ang eles

I

by iGabr iel Mend-es
On Wednesday, September
13 Professor Hazel V. Carby, Chair
of African-American Studies at
Yale University, gave a lecture at
Vassar College entitled "Octavia
Butler's Los(t) Angeles ." The
focus of her talk was the manner
in which the works of two AfricanAmerican writers, Chester Himes
in the '40s and Octavia Butler in
the last several years, diverged
from representations of "the
destruction of LA" pervading popular (white) depictions in both film
(Michael Douglas in Fal/ing Down
immedlately comes to mind) and
print literature, namely pulp novels and novellas .
According to Carby, Mike
Davis (in Ecology of Fear) aims
his sights at the representations
of LA as a dystopia, wherein all
the ills of a decadent hypermodern society rife with the forces of
disastraus mongrelization , bringing impending doom to the fabric
of the supposed beacon of modern man in the form of the best
city, Iead to a man-made apocalypse. Davis describes this prognosticating fiction of doom as
enacting a " maligned syndrome"
vis a vis the city of LA, and thereby America as a whole. ln these
works, as Carby pointed out, the
future of LA is viewed in terms of
the destruction of the Institutions
and Iandscape of the city, which
is a stand in for the destruction
of the Ideals of modern American
man: urbanism , capitalism, and

automation, etc.
Much of this Iiterature
invokes a racialization of the city
and blames the city's mongrel
hordes for the apocalypse: "lf
only the niggers, chinks, and wetbacks weren 't in LA solfing our
fabric . .. " Most of the works
filmic and otherwise are far more
nuanced than that, but that's the
sentiment. The cultural landscape is the plane on which battles for resources are enacted ;
this contestatlon is a racialized
phenomenon, wherein power is
brought to bear against the
"teeming masses " of Negroes,
Mexicans, and Chinamen.
Carby took note, however, of
African American re-imaginations
of this narrative of LA's destruction. According to Garby, the representations of black encounters
with the present and future of LA
offer a different set of possibili ties for imagining the self, the

other, and the community(ies). ln
the works of Himes and Butler,
we see a divergence from the
"destruction of American fabric"
in the LA apocalypse narrative ;
these authors see the city of LA
as an agent filled with agents
who unleash a destructive
onslaught in the direction of
those racialized minorities who
are supposedly doing the destroying.
ln lf He Hollers Let Him Go,
Himes's protagenist comes to
understand the racialized character of citizenship as a result of his
Japanese neighbors' internment
during WWII. From this he sees
the fragility of his own place in a
city where he too can be identified as "other" , whereby he too
can be de-humal}ized. Himes himself had said that not even the
Jim Crow South had led him to
recognize his precarious position
in America as starkly as the
encounter with the racism of LA
The anxiety of Himes's character
is not focused on the future of

LA's Instituti onsand landscape,
but on his bodily survival , as
Carby names this site "the most
local of all places ", in a city that
simultaneoüsly eildes and
inscribes locality. I say inscribe
because of the utterly rigid spatialization enacted by the wealthy
and powerfu l-possib ly a redundancy?-<>f LA
This spatialization is a significantly resonant phenomena for
Butler, which, along with temporalization, form the basis for her
re-imaginations or rather reconfigurations of human social relations in LA, and their consequent
reformulations of self and other.
According to Carby, Butler, in her
Patternm aster series, invokes
telepathy as the central metaphor
for social relations and arrangements.
lt is through telepathy that
Butler "maps the subjectivities"
of human beings, and it is
through this representation that
the realms of knowledge and
power are understood through

The cult ura l Iand sca pe is the plane on
which bat tles for resources are enacted;
this contestation is a racialized phenomenon,
wherein power is bro ugh t to bea r aga inst
the "tee min g mas ses " of Negroes,
Mexicans, and Chinamen.

the dimensions of space and
time. Butler's deployment of
telepathy is a way of actualizing
the web of re lationsh ips betwe en
the constituents of the city of LA.
As characters in the text can
know and feel the Other intimately, human social relations become
inscribed in the body and mind
palpably, despite spatial and temporal distinction and separation.
What implications might this formulation have for difference?
Carby further explored the
specifics of the texts in the
Patternmaster series, with an eye
for highlighting the LA re-imaginings of black folks, through a
close reading of The Parable of
the Sower. The implications of
Carby's examination of alternate
conceptualizations and representations of Los Angeles may Iead
us to Interrogate our own Imaginations of not only that city but of
all contemporary urban formations. Namely, as we recognize
the plurality of experience and
vision in the very same locality, a
plurality that characterized by
paradoxes, we are forced to ask
ourselves what role we play in
enacting and/or combating those
deleterious arrangements treated
by Himes, Butler, Carby.
Gabe Mendes is the Director of
the HEOP Program at Bard.

Telephone and Main tena nce Prob lems Caus ed
by Unfa ir Labo r Prac tices
ln a recent meeting with three members of Bard 's Student Action Collective,
Buildings and Grounds workers and their
union representative, Vincent Fico of
SEIU local 2000, outlined several problems they were having with the Bard
admin istration , and specifically Jim
Brudvig.
Brudvig has apparently not respond ed to several telephone calls and faxes ,
asking him to meet with the union to discuss their contract and their grievances.
Although decisions about the workers '
contract are ultimately made by Dmitri
Papadmitriou, Brudvig is the middleman
who generally discusses such issues with
th e union.
Due to scheduling conflicts and
short notice, Jim Brudvig was unable to
be reached for comment.
The main complai nt that B+G workers voiced is the problern of being severely understaffed. Ten years ago, Bard had
12 groundskeepers . lt now has 7, in spite
of expansion . Bard has only 2 carpenters,
11ocksm ith , and 2 phone technicians. ln
comparison to area colleges , Vassar has
a total of 260 B+G workers , Marist has
98 workers , and Bard has only 36.
With all the construction currently
under way on Bard's campus, the B+G
workers expressed their concern that student needs would not be taken care of.
One worker gave the example of the continuing telephone problems, which can-

not be addressed by two overworked
technicians. Another expressed his fear
of what would happen when winter came,
since there has been no maintenance of
the heating systems . "I wantto be able to
fix the leaky faucets," another worker
said, "but I just don't have the time."
The main reason for the Iack of
workers seems to be the extremely Substandard wages and benefits that Bard
offers. At Vassar and Marist, workers pay
five dollars per week for family health
care coverage. A Bard worker with two
children explained that he had to pay
$190 every two weeks for coverage, and
that as the costs for health care rose,
they caused his wages to continue declining. A plumber who works at Bard said
that an intermediate plumber working in
the area makes $31,000 a year, but a
plumber at Bard makes only $25 ,000.
B+G workers pointed out that there
were still students living in Ravine heuses that have been condemned, and that
other buildings are far behind in needed
repairs. lf Bard continues to hire nonunion subcontractors and refuses to
raise wages and improve benefits for its
workers , B+G will continue to be understaffed and unable to keep up with the
maintenance of already existing buildings, Iet alone the new ones being constructed now.
-Chrls Teret
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The Muslim Student
Organization lnvites You to
Attend the First Welcome
Dinner of the Semester
• Wednesday, October 4 •
• 6:00 p.m. •
• Multipurpose Room •
For more information contact
the ·Muslim Chaplain, Imam
Salahuddh1 Muhammad
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An interview with Markus Papp of Oval
by lscott Staton
The methods that German
electronic pioneer Markus Papp
employs to make his music have
intrigued enthusiasts of electronic
music as much as his actual
work. His previous compositions
with painted and scratched compact discs, exemplified best on
early Ovalalbums Systemisch and
94Diskont, brought widespread
attention to his challengingly minimal bridging of avant-garde musical practice and digital sound
manipulation. Popp's career
reflects a relentless mining of the
relationship between his musical
means and the amorphaus aesthetic of his growing body of work
- both as Oval and as one half of
Microstoria, an ongoing colla boration with Mouse On Mars' Jan St.
Werner. He ranks very highly as a
figure in modern electronic music
and continues to exert a considerable influence over its trends and
development.
Ma rkus Papp brought his
Oval project to Bard College on a
recent stop to promote his new
album on Thrill Jockey,
Ovalprocess. The album is the latest example of Popp's musical
evolution from the widely imitated
experimental ambience of his
early work to a warmer and more
dense approach, a step beyend
the efforts compiled on last year's
Szenariodisk. Ovalprocess is also
meant to be something of a vehicle for the original software application of the same name and an
installation series designed with
German architectural firm
Skotepark entitled Skotodesk that ·
allows his music program to interact freely with a public landscape.
This desire for a greater engagement of the listener has manifested itself in Popp's more dynamic
live act, an energet ic combination
of hands-on mixing and Iaptop
synchronization. Before his performance at Bard, which included
an inspired opening set by newcomer Vance Stevenson, I sat
with Markus Papp to discuss the
implications of his work and the
future potential of electronic
music.
Observer: Your new album
addresses process and the way
you make your music, and is related closely with the Skotodesk
insta llation. What exactly is the
role of the sound insta llation?
Popp: Ovalprocess references the
world of audio productivity in the
age of software or design. Music
has undergone substantial trans itions over the past years that
have been inextrica bly linked to
music software and the changes
software has introduced to music
making in general. The sound
installation is like an interface to
my record and is more of an
extension of Ovalprocess. The
installation is basically powered
or driven by a software environment in which one is provided
access to my sound and can navigate through the sound, so in that
sense it's like an interactive environment and an extension of my
musical approach. There is a

.
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sound installation object built
araund the software, a container
serving as a front end to it, and it
has a built-in LCD screen and
track poll interface.
Observer: Where has it been
installed?
Popp: Oh, various places. There
are three process objects at this
stage. One of them is somewhat
permanently installed in Music
Box at the Sony Headquarters in
Berlin. lt's an interactive music
theme park with a family entertainment orientation. The installation is easy to pick up and provides a very accessible interactive
music attraction .
Observer: l'm curious whether
the software and its public access
inca rnates imply the impending
democratization of experimental
electronic music. Are publish ing
rights for the software being negotiated?
Popp: Not at the moment. There
should be more work put into the
software. On the other hand, I
prefer collaborating with this company that is creating these sound
objects that can claim space in
the world and create communicative situations between people as
opposed to j ust putting out a CDROM or having something downloadable from the Internet. At the
moment I believe it is more appropriate to create installation work
and have it in the public space
instead of having just some
onscreen interactive application.
Releasing the software on a CD or
making it downloadable is not so

lt's All in the Wrists and the, erm, Sound Files: Markus Popp eiectrifies the audience in the Old Gym with his deftly manual take on musical modulation. Watch outl
as a demonstration or specimen
of Ova/process the software or
project.
Popp: hmm ... ln that sense
that's correct. lt 's the first in a
series of formats that can be anything from an audio CD to an
interactive application or an
installation object. lt can take different forms over the cou rse of
the project that are considered
still ongoing. but I still intended
OVB/process to be like an album
in the generic or traditional senJ;
of the ward, that it be musical
and have tracks. Now that
process exists as this independent presentation plattarm for
updateable and flexible content,
recording an album has become

. I mean , it was voted something
like a rock record of the month in
the German version of Rol/ing
Stone, so it's work ing as an
album.
Observer: lt does seem more
accessible than your older work.
Does this development reflect a
conscious effort to become more
accessible?
Popp: Weil, I intended it to be like

that in a sense ... but becoming
more accessible normally involves
more of a compromise as far as
the conceptual edge to everything
goes, and l've wanted to maintain
this conceptual edge to the point
where it's more drastically applied
than with the older albums, which

lt is no Ionger rewarding to work
in the field of music in the
isolated position of the recording artist with audio serving
only to perpetuate album after
album with maybe a remix
thrown in between.
much a priority anymore. I did
speak with people in the audio
programming field about that possibility, but I f ound a very different
context that implies a Iot of things
that don't interest me at the
moment. I prefer the idea of manufacturing an environment where
people can use their own content,
sampling their own sounds or
discs and using the object to the ir
own end.
Observer: l've found that a Iot of
people seem to focu s on the idea
of Ovalprocess as an artifact or
reflection of your prese nt musical
stage, less as an album and more

more interesting than ever before
because it's a familiar format with
its own characteristics. lt's a
responsible task to meet the criteria of an album. lt's like writing a
book ...
Observer: lt's interesting how
your work has progressed over
the past few years. What are the
facto rs that have played into that?
Popp: The basic design guideline
for process was to achieve this
kind of guitarj organ dialogue
sound, even though the means
and tools I was using suggested
completely otherwise. As an
album I think it works quite weil . .

I

have been more like putting forth
a statement that music can be
done in this way and demonstrating against music that was
areund at the time. Araund the
time of the releases of
Systemisch and 94Diskont there
was more or less only techno and
beat-based electronic music,
whereas today there is a Iot of
electronic music that has certainly left all territory that could still
be called techno. There is a huge
amount of electronic music that is
not easy to classify, and I wanted
to kind of reverse the approach of
the old albums and combine their
conceptual edge with tools that
are complete ly different.

Observer: As electronic as your
early work is, the manual scratching and painting of disks suggested an organic, messy qua lity .. .
Popp: The earlier albums were
demonstrating that music could
be done in that way and that certain elements aren 't necessary to
include in music. With process
and even much more with the
next album, I have so much more
of a musical focus ••• not musical
in the strict sense or compositional sense of the world, but more
like a musical appeal or finish
that the overall result should
have, or at least attempt to convey to the listener. Process, much
more than any other record that I
have done before, is more
focused on musical considerations and more ambitious to
ach ieve a musical atmosphere,
but it remains as conceptually
strict as the other albums.
Observer: What have yo u done
for the new album?
Popp: The next album is more
focused on being engaged with
musical categories, not in the
sense of composition but in the
sense of musical instruments.
Whereas the design guideline for
process was more like a
guitar/o rgan sound, now with the
next album it's more of a
stringjtrum pet sound, more of
jau aesthetic. I found it more
interesting before to put forth certa in statements into the world of
electronic music and cultivate a
new discourse. Today it is more in
my interest to refine the musical
aspect beyend just being a
demonstration of certain possibilities or beyend just being an antimusical approach. There will be
more and more things to Iisten to.
l'm trying to build on the distinctions that have become the main
paradigms of my musical approach,
which are basically to not use many
of the elements that electronic
music is usually composed of, like

... continued on page 11
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TWO SHOWS, FOUR BANDS, at least six
Iaptops, what the hell is going on here at
Bard College? Welf really it's a just a Iot of
interesting experimental music, done both
by Bard students and ' professionals' who
get pa id to do it (one a Creative Music
Alliance shot the other Entertainm ent
committee show). First up, Hausmusique,
a three piece Bard band featuring improvised and practiced beats, on drums
(Caleb Cliff), Iaptop, keyboard (Vance
Stevenson), electric bass, and alto sax
(Nick Krapels) and dog (with additional
power tools and pieces of meta! thrown in
for good measure). The band played
September 16 at Bard Hall opening up for
DAT Politics.
The set began with bass-man Krapels
playing a very steady, danceable beat on
an electric bass held upright. This looked
rather uncomfortable, but he sustained
the rhythm and beat perfectly for at least
five minutes of instrumen tal experimentation. Welf it wasn 't alt improvised . I was
lucky enough to see them sound check
and though there is a bit of improvisation
there is also a Iot of timing and specific
progression in the weil thought out and
tightly structured movements. A friend of
mine came up to me after the show and
said his girltriend said that
it was alt improvised while
he thought it was wasn't. I
told him he was right most
of the time.
Hausmusique also
used Vance Stevenson's
young pooch in the show.
Though the piece worked
better in rehearsals,
Krapels played sweet high
note son his sax and the
dog howled both in and
out of beat. The best part
of the show was when
Stevensan broke out the
power drill for exactly two
seconds. I mentioned to
him after the show that he
really should have used it
more, maybe next time
(when their drummer gets
back from San Francisco) . The secend
most interesting part (after the electric
upright bass and power drill and howling
dog) of their show was their drummer

Thlnking Different wlt h V. Stevenson: With the aid of a PowerBook , some metal
boxes with knobs and buttons and a bunch of little cords, Vance (pictured without his pooch) makes sounds that you've never heard before.

Caleb Cliffs meditative use of a meta!
chain on the drum set. This was only a little reminiscent of Cliff's senior show last
semester where he used an assortmen t
of objects on set of drums to improvise
and create new and sometimes metadie
SOUnds.
But enough about Hausmusique, Iets
talk about politics. This four-piece group
from Lilie, France had some technical difficulties before the show, but were able to
smooth most of them out before the lapmusic began . The most intriguing part of
the show was the appearance of these

eardrums rattle but never explode completely.
Though my first thought was that the
show should have been held in the Old
Gym basement, so that kids could dance
around , I hate the idea of this band being
cönsidered a DJ or a.group of DJ 's,
because their sound is unlike that of a DJ
and a Iot moreorigi nal and experimental.
Sitting in Bard Hall watehing the band do
what they do elevated their work above
that of just hause or dance music (ooh!
Hausmusique?). lt was kind of fun to sit
and watch the packed hall bob their
heads up and down to the
powertut beats. The hype
araund the band was also
strange since students were
buying CDs and 7's even
though they had never heard
t~e band play.
The following weekend
featured another Iap-top oriented night of music featuring opening act V. Stevensan
(who looked a little like the
power-drill guy from
Hausmusique) on a single
Iap-top with effects.
Stevensan has been working
for at least the past few
years developing his own
sound programs for his personal Mac and Iet only some
of it out at the show, which
differed a Iot from last semester's performance at CCS. At CCS Stevensan performed with two computers in a very sterile white room with a very attentive audience. He overlaid sound on top of sound

The most intriguing part
of the show was the
appearance of these
four people standing
behind rfour 4'- lapt ops,
pressing buttans that
you couldn 't see , and
drinking beer.
four people standing behind four Iaptops,
pressing buttans that you couldn't see,
and drinking beer. The band plays both
very complicated dance beats and ambient waves of sound, making your
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and program on top of program, not
unlike the technique DAT Politics used,
but with less of a definable beat and more
emphasis on the ethereal. At the Old Gym
the crowd was scattered about and
Stevensan had only one computer to work
with, yet I still found myself getting lost in
many of his rhythms and vast sound creations. Stevensan seems to have developed a sound alt his own which make me
visualize huge digital Iandscapes with
large blue valley's and deep orange
oceans.
Last of the Iaptop madness was Oval,
a German electronic artist who presses
buttans as if they were red hot embers. I
wonder what would have been the effect
of the music had the show been in Bard
Hall and students were made to sit
instead of stand awkwardly and shuffle
their feet a little. Oval did have some fun
beats, and there were a few occasions
when I feit like dancing, but the urge
passed and lieft. I fett almest as if there
was nothing left up to the imagination
with Oval. True he wasn 't improvising or
even trying to make any "landscapes" of
sound , but I found Stevenson's music
more beautiful and strange. lt stays with
you a little Ionger afterward, whereas
Oval's seemed purely pop oriented with a
small bit of risk taking. Maybe that's
where the answers lie: while Oval hopped
araund on stage and seemed a little too
much into his own music, Hausmusique,
DAT Politics and V. Stevensan took a Iot
more risks, looked a little nervaus and
shaky, but stood tall, and appeared even
a tittle human behind their special wizard
machines.

arts/E'ntE'rtainmE'nt

Radiohead
Kid A
[Capitol)
ONE MUST ACCEPT that the members of
Radiohead are in a very odd position.
Principally involved in reinvigorating the
arena-rock cliches of worthy precursors U2
with a triple-guitar approach that relied as
much on texture as actual instrumental
theatrics, the Ioad on their shoulders was
made double by their (un)likely role as the
principal legitimizers of musical angst in a
post-Nirvana market. They have done this
while somehow channeling the incessant
demands of modern life in a rapidly evolving, claustrophobic millennial atmosphere;
hence OK Computer, uniformly lauded as
the most fully realized rock album devoted
to the post-modern human condition, and
the daunting task of following it up, three
years removed.
Angsty fellows that they are, however,
it came as no surprise that Radiohead
would recoil from the accolades leveled
upon OK Computer, and further from the
guitar-{jriven melodic songwriting that provided its core. This is not to say that there
is no guitar on Kid A, orthat there are no
traces of melody. However, Kid A is the
peculiar specimen of a group seeking
unapologetically to reinvent their musical
methodology, and ending ultimately with a
reaffirmation of the potential evident
throughout their career.
Radiohead 's inherent capacity for
growth and development has led them to
create a glacially distant work that exploits
the promise of electronics integrated
seamlessly into their modern rock .
approach. Musically, Kid A is an extension
ot those moments on OK Computer where
that promise was exploited, namely the
rhythms of "Airbag" and the atmospherics
of "Exit Music (Fora Film)". The tone of
the album is established from the beginning, with Thom Yorke's strangled vocalizations cut-up and processed throughout
opener "Everything in lts Right Place".
While it is tempting to detail how each succeeding track is executed, it is safer to say
simply that the album progresses accordingly. However, it won't hurt to point out
that one track in particular, "ldioteque", is
a very fruitful, purely electronic-{jriven gem
reminiscent of Aphex Twin's
" Windowlicker" that features some fantastically misdirected melodic rants from

The Weakerthans
Left and Leaving
[Sub City]
lt's wrang to judge by packaging, but my immediate Impression of the Weakerthans's sec-

Yorke.
Kid A is less grand than OK Computer
but somehow just as arresting, and this is
mainly due to the contingencies of its
artistic merit and the overwhelming anticipation of its release. Listeners of popular
music are reminded that they can invest
works such as this with meanings and
romanticisms that in due course supersede the musical material that comprises
the album and at length fashion an artifact of legend. Being the album that it is
(i.e. "good" and "the follow-up to OK
Computer"), the insular Kid A is paradoxically participatory in essence. in the end,
the most fascinating aspect of Kid A is the
cultivation of what may perhaps prove to
be the most enduring rock mythology of
the present age.
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Dreamies
Auralgraph1c
Entertainment
[GearFab]
THE EXPLOSION OF technologies over the
past century has resulted in the multiplication of artistic environments, each one
folding in on the other and engendering
manifold propagation. in such a situation,
linearjsequential consciousness has difficulty providing for the roots and developments of artistic works, largely because
absentmindedness often Ieads to the disappearance of product that proves interesting and relevant in retrospective analysis.
Over the past 20 years:"it has become
fashionable to approach these products with
something resembling forced Veneration,
and for one very good reason: the "reissue"
provides the inundated artistic consciousness with an "anti-environment" that allows
for a reinvigorated perception of works past
and presenl Put simply, the training of artistic perception and judgement is stimulated
by this role of art as anti-environment.
As a recent case in point, GearFab's
reissue of the Dreamies' lone release,
1973's Aura/graphie Entertainment, begs
camparisans to recent four-track excursions
by Ollvia Tremor Control and Neutral Milk
Hotel. Dreamies man Bill Holt created this
interesting artifact with nothing more than
voice, guitar, an original Moog synthesizer,
and found sounds. Armed with a fascination of "Revolution #9" by the Beatles, the
album is comprised of two tracks: "Program
Ten" and "Program Eleven", each about 25

ond album is how indie-rock their
(rather beautiful) digipak Iooks;
more like something you 'd expect
from Rachel's than from
Propagandhi's ex-bassist's band .
This Impression is not altogether
misleading, as this album is an
accomplishment in the vein of
Neil Young/Lou Reed-style postfolk, post-punk rock. A rough way
to describe their sound is a less
experimental Luna, or a slightly
less desolate Elliott Smith.The
Weakerthans are sort of the collective unconscious of politically
aware pop-punk; the opening
track sets the tone; titled
"Everything Must Go! ," it's not a
nihilistic rant about rioting, its an

minutes in length. lts contemporary re-introduction to the popular mindset helps place
the Elephant 6 productions in perspective,
as Aura/graphie Entertainment clearly anticipates the awkward marriage of found-sound
collage with pleasant guitar strum and a pretense to Beatles-esque melody that has
grown familiar over the past years.
Most interesting about this release,
however, is the expression it offers of the
death of '60s idealism and the American
Dream. A John Kennedy speech promising
breakthroughs in the space race floats in
and out of "Program Ten", succeeded by the
plaintively melodic motifs of "Sunday
Morning Song" and "The User". The Moog
bubbles and gurgles, crickets chirp incessantly in the background, and any number
of news announcements fight their way into
the mix.
"Program Eleven" is a bit darker and
more obtuse, its aura of airports and airspace furthering the alien quality of this
music. The latent confusion at the increasing development of mankind prompts our
man Holt to ride away to fairyland, as malevalent chuckling disrupts the evocation of an
idyllic escape. Soundbites of Walter
Cronkite and Monty Hall's classic cry of
"Let's Make a Deal!" remind the listener of
the early '70s context, with the hope afforded by '60s idealism all but lost.
What remains unfortunate about •
Aura/graphie Entertainment are the Iimitations of its painfully humble origins. Holt
sustains a mood and experiments very weil
with his modest production capacity, but the
pieces are very lang and he doesn't populate them with enough of his understated
melodic sang fragments to sustain interest.
Nevertheless, that his work anticipates a
more fertile bridging of the pop and avantgarde music worlds cannot be denied, and
the reissue of this sole exemplar of his work
is a welcome aid in the artistic environmental awareness of our time.

Sigur Ros

linguistic faculty, and ideological exclusivlty. What can one do but gasp halfheartedly at the millennial prospect of a remote
lcelandic group rain ing upon our senses
via the arresting network of electronic
media? As far as endless exotic musical
demands upon the world 's beleaguered
critical capacity go, this aloof foursome 's
grandly spellbind ing work posits one of the
more taxing solicitations yet upon our newfound tribal facu lties.
Th is is not to say that lceland's Sigur
Ras have not positioned themselves
against the rampant universalism that
necessarily follows the none-too-swift global ization enterprise. The showdown was
unavoidably cultivated by the excessive
capitalist mongering of the Western powers-that-be. When Sigur Ras trounced
Britney Spears from the coveted Number 1
position in the not-quite-typical lcelandic
music market, the formidable threat their
work posed to the world was decided.
Their music is of the figuratively
nationalistic type, the painstaking musical evocation of lceland's bubbly volcanic
Iandscape their solemn intent. The lyrical
approach sidesteps traditional language
for an otherworldly warbling of lcelandic
and gibberish, affectionately dubbed
" Hopelandic". Sigur Ras have emerged
from the depths of their country fully
formed with a time-bending musical
approach that other likeminded bands
such as Mogwai and Godspeed You Black
Emperor have only begun to suggest. An
uncharacteristically high standard is set
for Agaetis Byrjun with the stunning opening track "Svefn-G-Englar", which singlehandedly outshines the nearly 50 years
of popular music that saturates our pitifully myopic minds. From that point torward the promise evinced by th is group
man ifests itself convincingly in ethereally
cathedralic constructions of heavily
bowed gu itar, distant electronic washes,
and occasional rhythmic pummeling. A
slight propensity to overextend the
already grand rudiments of their so und is
the work 's only noteworthy transgression.
Whether consciously or not, what
Sigur Ras presents to the world via
Agaetis Byrjun - more so than anything
that has preceded it - is the ideal exem:
plar of music pervaded by a sense of universalism that transcends the earthly
trappings of language and cultural separatism . A good start.

Agaetis Byrjun

[Fat Cat]
THE ELECTRIC WEB of inclusiveness continues to wildly encompass the Earth and
contract virtually our otherwise physically
finite globallandscape. The shoulder-toshoulder sardine can of presence has
almost become too much, eroding previously stolid conceptions of the worldly self
cloaked in the cozy fabrics of nationalism,

offer to sell the burdening minutiae of petit bourgeouis life at a
garage sale.
John K. Samsan sings about
relying "a bit too heavily on alcohol and irony," a fault this album
avoids. Samsan has a deft ear
for mimicking the stilted cliches
of everyday conversation, with
lines like "We' re talented and
brightjWe're lonely and uptight."
"Pamphleteer," about the Isolation and futility of trying to get
people to care about injustice by
handing them xeroxed literature,
plays on the "specter" imagery of
Marx and Engels's Communist
Manifesto and reflects on the
"rhetoric and treason of saying

I

that 1'11 miss you ." At times, the
album flirts with radio-rock tendencies along the lines of the
Foo Fighters, but the most memorable tracks defy categorization particularly the tense, seething
dynamics of "Without
Mythologies," where the gu itars
vary in tone rather than melody,
evoking the "angry rap ids, supplied with rain " of the lyrics. The
suicide narrative of "History to
the Defeated" defies the usual
sort of stumbling towards
poignancy that characterizes the
theme, beginning with the arresting "There's blood in the sink,
and he's plunging his wrists in." lf
punk is about fighting back, this

album is about the days when
there's nothing left to do but concede defeat.
Samsan sings at one point,
"There's a movie-still of a heart
l'd like to mention," which
describes this album nicely, sonically evoking the spots inbetween heart beats when even
the blood in your veins gets confu sed. l've never heard an album
that exemplified the quiet desperation behind the loud gu itars better than th is (X's side-project the
Knitters has probably come closest), but it avoids the depressing
solipsism of far too much "emo."
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how at the CSS reviewed

lssacJu llen: Film Still from Looking For Langston , 1989

I

by [Jack Lewis
NEW AT THE CENTER for Curatorial
Studies is their most technically ambitious
show. From September 24 until December
15 CCS will be presenting the work of
British filmmaker and video artist lsaac
Julien. The show is the firstsolo show by
Julien at a museum and the first time that
his "trilogy" will be shown together. The
trilogy incl udes one video, one video
Installation and one film. The showwas
beautifully spread out and installed in a
very engaging manner.
The wonderfully installed "The Lang
Road to Mazatlan" (1999) was done during Julien's residency at Art Pace
Foundation for Contemporary Art in San
Antonio, Texas. A simultaneaus video projection on the screens, the project is collaboration between Julien and the
Venezuelan dancer and choreographer,
Javier Oe Frutos. The video teils the story
of one man's obsession with another man,
both modern cowboy types. Julien deals
with the idea of the cowboy as sex object,
specifically a homoerotic sex object. The
video takes place in five locations, three
very typical cowboy settings and two more
overtly sexual. These quintessential cowboy hangouts include a rodeo, a bar and a
somewhat deserted dessert rode. These
scenes are Intercut with the other two
scenes, one that takes place at a hotel
and the other by the side of a pool.
The obsessive cowboy has a very distinguishable feminine quality while the
object of his affection is decidedly more
typically masculine and fits nicely into the
mold of what a cowboy should Iook like
and act like. The more feminine cowboy is
nervaus and clean cut and appears to be
unsure of hirnself in his cowboy hat. The

most powerful aspect of the piece is the
choreography. There is one section in particular towards the end of the piece when
both men appear on a desert highway.
The first image is of the feminine cowboy
drinking and acting drunk. As the viewer
watches his movements and his drooping
mouth it becomes something beautiful to
behold, and as the camera pans back a
little to reveal the masculine cowboy on
the other side of the road it became a

scene, which after read ing the notes to
the show definitely reminded me of David
Hockney's overtly homoerotic pool paintings, but whereas the hotel scene could fit
nicely into a 8 cowboy movie, a scene by
the side of a nice pristine pool does not. lt
is the one element that is too one-sided in
the piece, although there is an amazing
bit of choreography when the two men
begin groping each other and stimulating
a very planned out sex scene with no sex,
justl ust.
Julien's trilogy is another case of
ambiguity. ln ·the first installment, "The
Attendant" (1993), Julien presents a
museum as the place for
sexualionging rather
than the Old West. The
video uses digital technology in way l'd never
seen before where little
fairy-like characters
dance araund the heads
of various characters,
creating an interesting
shift in times and scale.
While "The Attendant"
remains my favorite of
the trilogy, which also
includes "Trussed"
(1996) and "The
Conservators Dream"
(1996-99), I found it difficult to understand what
Julien was trying to say about homosexual
obsession. ln "Trussed" and "The
Attendant" Julien uses a Iot of stereotypical homoerotic imagery, such as scantily
clad men with small pieces of studded
black leather on . ls Julien making tun of
this image or is he embracing it? He's
being self-referential in a way that has me
confused and a little disturbed .
ln " Looking for Langston " (1989)

He makes the work he
make,
to
wants
although he may sometimes get too ·caught
up witti the politics of
sexuality to realize that
he has some amazing
storytelling abilities al
_
his core.
wonderfully strange dance.
My main critique of the piece was the
general thrust of ideas. What is Julien trying to say exactly? While the men stumble
down the road holdingout their thumbs
trying to get rides, a group of drag queens
saunters by them. Who are they, why are
both the men trying to hail this group of
people down? The other fault I found with
the video was the inclusion of a pool

Julien uses old sound bites, new sound
bites, a great score and an uplifting ending to make his most sentimental piece of
work. The best parts of "Looking for
Langston " are the pans across the room
where the viewer catches a glimpse of an
old photo on the wall of a fancy club. The
images become very subliminal.
The question that keeps coming to
mind while watehing Julien's work, especially " Looking for Langston," is whether
his videos/films are both important and
good at the same time. While watehing
" Looking for Langston," I observed two
parents with children, both of which left
with their kids when the film became too
sexual. I wendered what I would do if I had
kids and we were watehing the film. lf it
was wen done and in good taste and not
being presented for pure shock I would
hope that I would have the good sense to
remain with my child and Iet him or her
watch the film if they wanted to. But sometimes art does have to be a little shocking
to get any attention, so where can the line
be drawn?
lt seems as though artists must try
and make as honest a piece of art as they
can. Julien has succeeded in doingjust
that. He makes the work he wants to
make, although he may sometimes get too
caught up with the politics of sexuality to
realize that he has some amazing storytell ing abilities at his core. This is not to
say that films should not have a political
bent to them, I just think in Julien's films it
shouldn't necessarily have to be a given.

• ART IN ABSURDUM •
Karrot Heads Hold Karrot Party
Carrot enthusiasts were in
copious supply at the Proctor Art
building Monday night,
September 25. Organized by BIG
Game co-founder Eillot Hostetter,
a big party was founded on the
principle that carrots are good
(and orange). Mr. Hastetter
thought it would be fun and cool
to celebrate both the new concrete in the art building courtyard
as weil as the unveiling of the
new basketball hoop (generously
provided by one Mr. Rob
Notevengoingtospellhislastnameflightermish).
The party included 200

pounds of carrots, at least five
different bands and lots of good
old moshing around. The lateafternoon party started off with a
nice groove laid on by WLF, a jazz
trio featuring Will Fenton, Dave
Lang, and Betsy Wright Though
the band was disappointed with
their performance (I heard them
saying afterwards that they
"played llke shit"), to these
untrained ears it sounded like
pure magic. Next up was a new
band, Jackson Barry Stole My
Trumpet, a four-piece band featuring the unstoppable Matthew
Nobel on drurns, Wrath of God on
rhythm guitar, a man known only
as Carter on Iead and Gonzalez
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on bass. Their hard rocking
(sometimes inaudible) set featured a four song medley of original material and covers. After
that lt was time for a band that
uses only ten words in all their
songs and also does a cover of
"Werewolves of London " (if you
figure that one out call me), who
call themselves Dubok. Actually
they were pretty good and I Iook
torward to hearing their two-piece
band in the future.
The carrots ran out early as
did the juice, but the music and
fun continued long into the night
with various people playing,
dancing and singing their hearts
out including some ex members

-]

ofthat sourly missed Bard Band,
The Bodyguard Soundtrack.
Students who were not interested
in the hard electric sound also
had the chance to go inside the
building and Iisten to a set of
acoustic music performed by
Stephanie Rabins and Chris
Teret. The duo performed next to
the staircase and delivered some
amazing folk ballads, assisted by
the building's amazing acoustics.
I never knew those walls were so
good to sing oft of. Their vocals
vibrated around the ceiling and
boomed large in the main space.
While some kids mixed their
carrot juice with foreign substances, I chose to have mine

straight and enjoyed every sip.
Mr. Hastetter (who got into the
singing act towards the end of
the night) said he was very
pleased with the turn out and
hopes to do more events with
funding from Club Art He was
also heard saying that BIG Game
was the next big thing (he really
is a shameful self-promoter) and
that next time maybe he'll throw
a few apples into the mix.
-Jack Lewis

arts/E'htE'rtainmE'nt
Sym pho nie Fantastique:
Abs trac t Und erw ater Pup petr y

Oval continued ...
beats and synthesizers .. .
Observer: When will the album come
out?
Popp: lt's not finished yet, so I would
assume March or April of next year. lt's
weil underway, but there is more work to
do. I now have the opportun ity while playing live to Iisten to my work and l'm able
to refine and present a new version of
what l'm working on at every show. ldeally
I would like to achieve my most extreme
sound and at the same time have it be
my most accessible. I just want to motivate people to go every step with me, to
kind of migrate to the next Ievei of Oval
sound. lt has so far worked pretty weil
with process because, given the fact that
it is more extreme in the sound domain
than any of the previous Oval CDs and
that it's really more musically explicit, the
overall receptions and reactions and
sales of the CD show that my motives
have been achieved to some degree. Of
course this music will always be marginal
in a certain sense, but it has been successfully integrated into a broader framewerk. Now the Installatio n work is expanding this perspect ive. This is the reason I
do the sound Installation. lt's not a selfish
ambition to create an extension of my
own work and to have simply an interactive bonus item to my own approach, but
it's more to shift the focus of the discourse about electronic music, that it
should be seen in more procedural terms
than just musical terms.
Observer : Do you believe this to be the
next step for electronic music in general,
in terms of its wider Integration?
Popp: I kind of predict .. . I don't know. I
don't believe l'm very representative.
Certainly my newer work will give people
somethin g tothink about and will create
some confusion amongst the people that
have been more or less openly imitating
what l've done over the past few years.
There are obviously a Iot of people who
have been more than simply influence d
by what l've done. lt's funny because l'm
not really aware ofthat work to a great
extent, but Interviewers commonl y ask
how I regard those people that have
apparent ly imitated the Oval approach or
sound. I always refuse to commen t
because I never commen t on any other
artist's music in interview situations , but
that's what l'm presented with. l'm not
sure to what degree of popularit y, but
apparent ly there must be somethin g
going on.
Observer: Now that Ova/process exists as
a software and Installatio n object, do you
believe you've virtualize d yourself or your
present incarnati on in the software and
have declared your recorded work obsolete in the sense that there is now a public arena for your program?
Popp: lt has a Iot of potential, especially
the material side of it. The collabora tion is
with a Berlin based company Skotepar k
that has been very active in the field of
architectu re. They build full-scale models
for architect ural competit ions, and have
comparatively advanced technology
based on 3D modeling and rendering.
They have the technology to make serial
projects, but they only make prototypes

and that's why they were interested in ·
working with me, because they could create somethin g that existed in the real
world with real world impact and can travel and be shown to a Iot of people. This is
importan t because it is a new creative
dialogue for me with people from various
fields. lt has broadened my perspective
on many things. I now have a better idea
of how things are materially construct ed.
lt increases the complexity of the overall
project, especially when taking into
account that I instead of representing a
strictly audio personality I now represent
a project that is branchin g out into different directions. lt is no Ionger rewarding to
work in the field of music in the isolated
position of the recording artist with audio
serving only to perpetuate album after
album with maybe a remix thrown in
between . ..

{beca use you thoug ht Bard just could n 't get
any strangerJ. . ..
Music in the dark. lnto a reetangular
the show's program Twist addresses this
TV-Iike aquarium , a pulsing, sparkling spiin passing, saying "That the show occurs
derweb veil enters your vision like the
under water is merely a techmque to pull
birth of a new reality. Colorful shapes,
the audience as far away from real ity as
ovary-like, reminisce nt of Matisse cutpossible." And while it is true that movouts, or the remains of a children's dising through a medium more fluid and
torted paper snowflake swim smoothly in
slower than air does help ach ieve this
and out of your vision to loud orchestral
end , the smallish size of the tank (which
music. Spurts of air bubbles emerge
viewers experience as a kind of backlit
from the bottom of what seems like a
window into another world), and its simihuge fish tank surround ed by velvet purlarity to a TV screen or hanging painting,
ple theater curtains. Spotlights play. The
allows viewers to objectify it rather than
dance has begun.
being drawn in if they choose. Admittedly,
ln an experimental celebration of
the music helps keep the viewer's attenmusic taking on visual form, Basil Twist's
tion.
Symphonie Fantastique, performed at
Another criticism is that the Iack of
Bard's Scene Shop Theater on
narrative or sheer length of the performSeptemb er 5 and 6, is most akin to a
ance (one hour in five parts) caused at
quick-moving, abstractexpression1st
least one Bardian to experience borepainting. lnspired by German
dem. While I believe that some of the
Expressionist Wassily Kandinsky's sentistills from Symphon ie Fantastique would
ments about music as being "the purest
make either sloppy or uninteres ting
expressio11 ... of all the arts", and by
abstract works, I still enjoyed the perFrench compose r Hector Berlioz's piece
formance .
of the same name, third generation pupVariation was perhaps this visual
peteer Basil Twist created this abstract
experience's most remarkab le compO.
puppet show.
nent. At times the "window" looked like a
Experiencing abstract art can be
Iandscape with light coming from the
uniquely personal. Symphonie
earth instead of the sky, like a screen full
Fantastique sparked a rollercoaster of
of fireworks, and like an underwa ter fish
audio/vis ual associations. Twist's show
dance far surpassin g the "Under the
indulged in the acknowledgement that
Sea " number of Disney's The Little
color, shape, sound, movemen t, speed,
Mermaid . The puppets could conjure
and their combinat ions have streng assoflower-like images, as weil as that of a
ciative connotat ions. Another strength of
sexy but modest maiden's nightgown, or
the performa nce was that it capitalized
a less innocent figure struggling in their
on this quality of gesture: Twist seemed
bedsheets. There was what seemed like
to be showing us that to give somethin g
a morality play where two octopuses batgestqJ!t is ~ giVL,.itJ.ife, a ,Smracte ristic of tled. Their characte
r sounds were distinct
humanne ss that can be tragic or
in the music like changing text in cartoon
comedic, quiet or loud. ln Symphonie
word-bubbles. And yet, with all these varFantastique, the idea of a puppet
ious visual effects, Symphonie
changes- they become props to Iet moveFantastique rema ined distinctly simplisment in water effect. This show asks
tic.
what makes movemen t seem Victorian,
A word must be made about the
cartoonish, or distinctly human? lnstead
lighting in this piece, for it played as
of pressing for answers, Twist simply
strong a roll in the visual effect of
takes you on a sensual ride through your
Symphonie Fantastique as the actual
own mutilated, disjointed memories and
puppets did. Coming from all direction s,
Imagination.
sometim es like lightning, other times like
All the arts act as metapho rs for one
a mystical transform ative force in this
another in the world Basil Twist has creat- imaginar y underwa
ter world, Andrew
ed, and one is easily seduced by more
Hills' lighting design helps make
abstract questions like "what sound does Symphonie Fantastiq
ue the extravagant
a bright color make?", or "what does a
spectacle that it is.
visual rumble Iook like?".
-Natasha Brooks-S perduti
Why underwater, one might ask? in

Observer : There's also Microstoria. lsn 't
there a new album about to be released?
Popp: Oh yes, Microstoria. The album is
finished and will be released in the United
States on November 7th. The new
Microstoria is the most interestin g record
l've contribut ed to, including my own work
and the OvaljGas tr del Sol collaboration,
which has always been very importan t to
me. The album is completely new. For me
it's like Systemisch. Today, after having
listened to it as long as I have, l'm still
completely unsure whether it is music at
all or if it's just a configuration of sound
over time. I would call it somethin g like
seenie audio, sounds over time grouped
together very loosely but still compact and
with some pop music appeal, but very
sparse and isolated. The tracks follow
their own build-up and tension. lt's very
fascinatin g for me.
Observer: How did it come about?
Popp: lt's very difficult for me to reconstruct how it came about. There is a clearcut design guideline for Oval, and
Microstoria doesn 't follow that at all. lt's
more of a dialogue between Jan and
myself, which is very hard to determine.
l'm completely perplexed as to how it
actually sounds. lt's very different from
the former Microstoria or Oval albums. lt
comes back to certain elements but without building loops ... more like having
sound stages interactin g at a certain
point and having the focus suddenly shift
to another sub-grouping of different
sounds. lt uses very few sounds, resembling more of a single instrume nt being
played, but an Instrume nt that has never
been designed in that sense ... it remains
very electronic of course, but with fewer
layers. I think Microstoria and perhaps
electronic music in general has finally
crossed over to an atmosph ere where the
musical results on the CD sound manually
played, like an instrume ntal solo or composition.

• STAFF PIC II 6 •

Observer: What is it called?
Popp: lt is called Mode/ 3, Step 2. The
title refers to some programm ing language foravide o gaming system. Jan and
I thought it appropriate because this is
our third album and we areenter ing the
secend stage of our musical development.

atD NIDJ ~ 1lD mooru ~ [)]) [tffi](B till the banl
observew ~[([I]~ rJ:ooflO:UD ilin enlhuSiasliCv CreatiVe am1J dedicated [OOIDJÜ] ffi) ~ edit
Photograpl\ iiiUSII'ale am1J desiUIL illmXD []]) ffi Ortrffi
mü observer@banl.edu cw aiDIJ 11131

By Our Powers Comblned, We Fonn the Head!: Allow the new Editors-in-Chief
of the
Bard Observer to be introduced : John Garren (on the left) and Scon Staton (on
the
right). Upon his coronation, Garren had this to say: "Brace yourself, the concussio
ns
in my head have healed and l'm thlnking clea o~y again." Staton could not be reached
for commenl

I
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Letters to the Editor and Community
The flaws of "anti-trade" versus
"free-trade"
Earlier th is week the Free Press
rele ased an article by Matthew Richards
on international trade. ln his article,
Richards presents the growing American
protest movement against the WTO and
the Bretton Woods institutions as a
debate between "anti-trade " forces and
" pro-trade" forces.
This very characterization exposes a
flaw in his argument. To my knowledge no
activist has argued against trade in the
general sense; and no one, in recent
years, has argued for a completely free
globa l trading system (i n the sense of
allowing trad ing partners to do what they
wish). The World Trade Organization and
the IMF were created with the explicit purpese of regulating trade practices (i ncluding, for insta nce, moving against some
forms oftradesuch as dumping) and capital flows. Our movements are opposed not
to goods and ca pital flows but to the manner in which they are regulated. The
debate concerns two opposing views on
what regulati ons should apply, who
should do the regulating, and who should
benefit from it; there is practically no
debate on whether or not they should

exist.
Richards then goes on to make several other arguments. He characterizes
the three alternatives for a country as "no
trade ", "autarky", and "free trad e". But
again, few activists wou ld be in favor of
autarky. We support a global economic
system that allows for the democratic regulation of trade and the rights of nations,
communities, and individuals. We centend
that the World Trade Organ ization and its
sister institutions, as currently constituted, prevent such a system from coming
into existence. They have a history of
blocking or sidelining input from developing nations, imposing cuts in socia l services and other mechanisms of social justice, and otherwise overturning the democratic process in favor of international
elites and the ind ustrial nations.
Richards' fi nal argument is that int~r
national students are " least hostile" to
"free trade " (meaning presumably trade
as the WTO defines it). As an international
student myself, I find this remark surprising. On a personal Ievei I saw more international students sympathize with and·
participate in the IMF protest than I have
seen in any other Bard activist movement.
ln a broader context, the International
Monetary Fund and the WTO have attract-

ed more opposition from developing
nations' governments, populations, and
movements than almest any other international institution in recent history. There
is a spread ing phenomenon in Latin
America called "IMF riots "; one of the
largest South African protest movements
since apartheid has focused on IMFrequired neoliberal policies; and WTOmandated patent regimes have generated
some of the most acrimonious debates in
Indian politics. Against this background,
it seems irenie that Richards claims that
students from developing nations
inevitably support the WTO and the IMF.
This is not to claim that there are no
disagreements within or between the
American and international protest movements; these disagreements do exist and
can be quite severe. There are differences
even among us here at Bard. But at Bard
we join together, not because we are
opposed to trade, but because we view
our movement as a fight for democracy
an<:! an equitable global economy. ln my
opinion Richards' article betrays a deep
misunderstanding of this fact, of the
nature of the protests, and of the very
institutions he claims to support.
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Shankar Gopalakrlshnan

Members of the Central Committee Speak Out About the Budget Forum
Since my freshman year, beer in
budget torums has always been a very
controversial topic to talk about ln
case you are wondering why, weil all
sorts of arguments start to take place.
There are some popular arguments on
both the sides. The side in favor of
beer argue that beer actually brings
students to the forums. Another argument is that it has been a tradition to
have beer in the forums. People have
good time in torums thanks to beer.
Beer makes students feel more comtortable and helps them to shout
against each other because no one
cares (thanks to beer) about what
happened in the budget forum the
next day. A similar sort of argument
has actually been made by people not
in favor of beer. They think that a portion of students get totally drunk in
the budgettorums and become
extremely obnoxious. Their behavior
causes a great deal of discomfort to
the other students who take the
torums seriously and come to the
torums to make sure that money is
given to clubs who deserve to get the
money. They also argue that rational
decisions can't be made by people
when they are drunk.
I actually participated in runnlng
a budget forum for the first time this
semester. Personally for me, it was
hell. First of all, although I had a sore
throat, I had to scream on top of my
voice. Believe it or not, 1didn't enjoy
the screamlng part at all. And the way
money was taken away from emergency fund in some cases made me
very emotional. You see, like other
clubs, emergency fund is sort of like
my club. lt was painful to see rnoney
flowing away from the fund even
though, strictly in my opinion, some
clubs didn't deserve more rnoney right
away. One of the considerations
Planning Committee makes before distributing money among clubs is that
clubs can always come back to the
emergency fund once they finish the
money allocated to them. I have to
admit that I was heart broken for a

while as so much money was taken
out of the emergency fund. According
to Dumaine Williams, who is an existing member of the Planning
Committee, "You can't expect people
to make rational decisions and get
them drunk at the same time. When
people antn't. .to
rational decisions then they end up
being impulsive. This is why so much
of the emergency fund was given
away...hopefully, we won't live to
regret this too much.•
Now cornes the serious part of
my story. I want people to have a good
time in the forums. I think lts one of
the very rare Instaoces at Bard where
students decide what to do. But I
must also admit that there were some
obnoxious people in the last forum.
There was a whole Iot of vandalism in
Kline in the last budget forum and the
Central Committee has to pay about
four hundred dollars and seventy-one
dollars to the school for the averall
damage. This is what really makes me
mad. I am all for beer in the budget
forum. I have been to the last four
budget torums where people had
good time in forums with a beer bottle
in their hands.
However, things seem to have
changed in this forum. For some students who have not yet learned how
to behave llke adults, we all have to
suffer from the consequences.
Behaviors and vandallsm llke this will
only make it dlfficult for us to have
beer in the budget forum and make
the forum run efflciently. People can't
use getting drunk as an excuse to be
obnoxious. The bottom line is, if we
can't handle drinklog beer and havlng
good time, then things do need to
change.
lmranAhmed
(Treasurer of the Central Committee)
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the budget forum.
How many of us are appalled at the small
amount of control Americans, living in a
"democracy" have aver the decisions made by
the US govemment for us daily? After the
budget forum last we k, can you ~lame

that less people are engaged in? ls beer
detrimental to how seriously students percelve student government (especially at the
forum)?
the near future.

.
'
the problem.
The problern was not so much the occasional
hoot or holler, but the salon-like entertainment that the Central Committee provided for
1ts mlngling audlence. We dldn't demand
your attention, but would entertein it if given
the chance. At least the hollerers were partlolpatlngl ln any case, the focus point of the
majority of students was not the business on
the front table-it was the business at their
table. Or, 1t was on the front table, but only
when their own (or their friends') clubs were
being debated. This is more detrimental to
the students' abillty to participate in decislon
making than the loud, yet opinionated, shout·
ing.
reforrn?
l'm not suggesting that we all yell. Rather, l'm
suggesting that we come to the torums to be
opinlonated. lf the structure of the forum is
not conduclve to students' oplnions being
expressed fairly, then maybe it should change.
Microphones would give the Central
Committee (and the speakers) an advantage.
Enforcing stricter rules about talking out of
turn ls an optlon. However, we would like to
treat each other as respectful peers, not disciplinarians. lndeed, such an enforcement
would be conceived of as "administrative" and
would surely mark the dissention of student
gavemment into the depths of corrupt, powermongering, uptlght uselessness in the eyes of
students.
beer.
ls it beer that perpetuates the Iack of participation and the distributive social noise?
Would removing beer be conducive to ratifying
a sensible budget? Would removing beer
shut up the chatter in between the debates

I

administration and the students. I would
argue that the Central Committee was not
taken seriously by the students at the forum,
and due to the destruction in the servery of
Kilne Commons after the forum, the Central
Committee is certainly ~ ~inl,~. seriously by administratlon.
.
.•.•
Under such circumstances, it Will b8 8 ehelIenge to defend students' rights to social
space, to changes in alcohol pollcies (that are
becoming stricter), and to many of the toplcs
that student govemment wants to Iobby for
this fall and spring semester.

the Mlt torum. october 4. kline. Spm.
No beer. No competltlon between rival clubs.
No excitement? 1t depends. Wlth stricter policies and dwlndling social space, the most
apolltical is llkely to be affected by the leverage student govemment has aver administrative policies this semester. Student govemment. however, is not limited to "party" politlcsl Academic lssues such as rnoderation,
tenure, the public dark room, and more will
also be discussed.
oplnlon.
Administration does not take students seriously. Even smart initiatives are viewed as
short lived and anything organized by students is generally seen as unrellable. This
view reflects students as being stereotypically
irresponsible and ultimately dependent on the
Institution for structure. The Institution then
feels compelled to make decisions for the student body. This eventually Iimits the students' control aver the college's decisions.
How many of us will be appalled?
Clnta Conti-Cook
(secretary of the Central Committee)
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"Politicization" is a Metaphysical Category. Duh.
McKee problematiz es fellow intellectual' s challenge, indicts /arger institutions
by jYates McKee
MY MOST HUMBLE of aspirations will have
been met if Aaron Herdman's anxious
response in last weeks Free Press to my
recent article on Danto and Duchamp can
at all serve as testimony to the degree to
which the purity and transcendentality of
the disciplines of philosophy and aesthetics today find themselves in crisis and in
need of desperate ideological fortification.
Herdman's article is primarily a regulatory Intervention, a gesture of purification, a guarding of the proper boundaries
of the 'Inside' of philosophy and an
attempt at expunging a set of QUestions
deemed secondary or outside to its proper
essence whose defender the author has
declared himself: "I would say to Mckee
that he ought to mind his discip/ines , and
not ruin a lecture in philosophy . .. " (my
emphasis)
The basic critical trope mobilized
against my article is the hallmark of neoconservatism : "politicization ." "To politicize Danto's account of Duchamp's readymades as an approach is who//y unnecessary and has nothing to do with Danto's
philosophy . . . to characterize Danto's
ph i/osoph ica / efforts in po/itical terms,
strikes me at bottom, as
disingenuous."(my emphasis)
The narrative underpinnings of such
a category as 'politicization' should be
familiar to us from the history of Western
metaphysics: that of the Fall. " Philosophy"
is understood here as an autonomous,
self..<Jetermined realm of human activity,
rigidly demarcated from the other compartments of sociallife such as 'politics.
Along comes a 'whiney' or 'pretentious' figure such as myself, rupturing or violating
an otherwise harmonious, natural and stable division of intellectuallabor. Such a
violent Intrusion into the sacred world of
philosophy by one who obviously does not
know their proper place calls out fOf moral
rectification: Hence the urgency of his
corrective "explanation" of Danto for those
who might have been mislead by my "bastardization."
Explanation/Bastardization: an entire
filial metaphysics is here inscribed. The
legitimate, rightful heir to the father's
house, his law, and his speech has arrived
to recuperate it from the intruder, the
imposter, the illegitimate, ill-begotten monster who signals contamination and
recalls a copulative encounter preferably
forgotten.
Yet what if 'politics'-this monstrous
other- was not itself a stable entity that
one could choose to introduce or retract
from certain domains of society at will?
What if 'politicization' were not an accident supervening from without but the
condition of possibility of any 'Inside'
whatsoever? What would it mean if even
those spaces whose very identity depend
on precisely their distance from the 'interested' or 'contingent' forces of capitalist
modernity were themselves infected to the
core? Might the very inscription and ritualization of some of the constitutive boundaries of modernist thought and Institutional practice (philosophy/politics, arVIife,
private/public) itself always already imply
a certain politics? Might this politics consist precisely in attempting to confine the
analysis and confrontation of power to the
realm of bourgeois electoral processes,
while rigorously excluding it from other
realms eQually implicated in the perpetuation of social and cultural domination ('art'
for example)? in other words, doesn't
Herdman, through his patemal rhetoric of
borders, property and discipline unwittingly participate in the very logic he accuses
his opponent?
lf nothing eise these Questions
should bring into relief a basic implication

I

never to impute an Intention to Duchamp
the man, it is possible that at certain
points I may have fallen into the trap of
ot my Initial critiQue of Danto: that the hisbeing proprietorial about Duchamp such
tory, theory and practice of art are sites in
it seemed as if I was purporting to
that
which struggles between competing
salvage or rescue an originary
visions of the social get enacted, with
Ducharnplan purpose which had been
material conseQuences for 'everyday life'
interrupted or distorted by Danto's ideal ist
(such as the justification of certain disciThis Impression might have been
assault.
Instiat
protocols
pedagogical
and
plinary
supported by the (clever and amusing)
tutions such as Bard .)
caption included along with the portraits
So, on to Herdman 's clear-eyed
of Hegel and Duchamp accompanying my
meets
"explanation" which presumably
article: " Keep your Hegel away from my
the criteria of providing "an interesting
·ouchamp!" lf I had indeed argued that
account of Danto's lecture" from which I
Duchamp had a unified Intention which
feil so perversely short. in place of my
govern our contemporary engageshould
with
claims
'whiney invective,' Herdman
ment with 'his' objects (this seems to be
astanishing epistemological pretension
Herdman 's charge) then there would be
that "One can find problems in Danto's
interesting opportunity to problematize
an
argumentation by matehing words with
argument. I should emphasize that I
my
apparan
attacking
than
the world rather
am less interested in the alleged Intention
ent allegiance to bourgeois art culture."
of Duchamp than in the readymade itself
(my emphasis)
as a kind of trauma-not only to Kantian
While he falls to elaborate a distinct
taste-as-pleasure, but to the codes and
Interpretation of the specific lecture delivconventions which have historica lly
ered by Danto-i.e. his staging of a debate
the Institution of "Art " to project
enabled
with a stuffy French curator to exemplify
vis-ä-vis the !arger
autonomaus
as
itself
Hegelian
of
potential
the transgressive
socio-pol itica l field. The readymade as .
aesthetics vis-a-vis Kantian formalismHerdman does successfully reiterate some strategy raises devastating QUestions
of the hegemon ic assumptions about 'aes- about bourgoise notions of artistic originality, the constitutive relationship of
thetics ' I was attempting to unsettle:
maket forces and art-objects, and the
"What Mckee never considers, which
musuem/gallery as a site of socio-legislabecomes evident at the end of his article
tive authority. Yet, as Hai Foster has sugwhen conceding the legitimacy of the
gested, Duchamp wasn 't 'Duchamp' in
ready made as art is at least the possibility (and I would say this is the most reason- 1917. This trauma was not something
experienced in its "original " force, but
able and common conception) is that the
rather through its fragmented and contestthe
in
seated
is
realm of the aesthetic
ed traces in 20th century art-practice.
realm of the ordinary, and that the goal in
My refusal to privilege Intention
art is to localize or instantiate the aesthetto Danto as weil. Herdman writes
extends
ic." Aga in such remarks beg the Questionof this [Duchamps providing
because
is
"lt
aesthetic,
the
ls
terms?
these
defines
who
a counterexample to tormalist criteria)
as Hegel and Danto define it, the reflecDentojaw •Mild to phlloeat*ldllly
tion of humanlty on its own tilfinite cre-account for Duchamp's readymades, and
ative capacity-i.e. "Culture," or might it be
now Mckee makes it sound as if Danro·s
a specific inscription of social life such

youth . Contrary to Herdman 's assertion
that " Danto, as a philosopher does not
care about the political conseQuences of
his theory," I would suggest that it precisely Danto's ethico-political posturing with
respect tc, the 'repressive ' character of fo rmalism and the redemptive capacity of
'abject art' that makes Danto so interesting, and insidious.
To reiterate my basic argument:
Danto was able to position hirnself as
transgressive, taboo-breaking, 'ethically
engaged' etc. only by defining hirnself visä-vis the strawman figure of Jean Clair. Yet
this alleged transgression and its art-historical correlates (his versions of
Duchamp, DeKooning, the Sensation
show) all remained within the total ity of a
conservative and Idealist conception of
art. Herdman asserts " ...Danto supported
Duchamp's effort to overthrow the traditional conception of aesthetic practice."
My point was that this alleged 'overthrow,'
the revolutionary transformation , the crisis, the becoming-other of art envisioned
by Danto for the readymade is nothing
less than a modification of world-spirit, its
extension and unfolding, without its inner
essence ever being troubled . in cla ssical
Hegel ian fashion , the crisis of the disembodied Kantian subject produced by
'abject art' gets recuperated into the interior principle of creative subjectivity and
ra ised up to a higher form (Aufhebung).
This unending sublation of oppositional cultural production into a continuous history and theory of 'creativity' is
what is now known as "pluralism ." As
Danto writes in his recent book, The
Madonna of the Future, "The artworld is a
model of a pluralistic society, in wh ich all
disfiguring barriers and boundaries have
been thrown down." Freedom, choice,
openness to difference and othemess what could be wrong with such a utopic
vision? in fact it is the latest ideological

Herdman's article is primarily a regulatory
intervention, a gesture of purification, a
ß.Uarding of the proper boundaries of the
Inside' of philosophy and an attemp t at
expunging a set of questions deemed secondary or outside to its proper essence ...
that a particular domain assumes the Illusion of autonomy and therefore functions
as a form of legitimization for cultural and
economic power? The complex articulation
of the latter forces<ulture, economics and
power-are what I take to be constitutive of
'the ordinary' or the 'everyday.' Apparently,
Herdman operates according to different
socio/ogical assumptions, taking the 'ordinary' as an uncontested term with a 'common' 'reasonable' meaning attached to it.
Perhaps I should invoke my own legislative
authority as a student of social science
and advise that Herdman mind his disciplines and not throw termssuch as 'ordinary' around without acknowledging the
fact that the "reason " and "consensus" he
calls upon to justify his position (which is
less than a critiQue of Danto and more of
a linkering with his unQuestioned categories)are far from neutral?
At one point, Herdman comes close
to making a insightful critiQue of my article when he writes "Mckee's diagnosis is
that ready-mades are meant to be politically subversive to the bourgeois and that
Danto's theory undermines their purpose
by justifying their creation as art for bourgoise culture." Although I was careful

purposewas the neutralization of
Duchamp's political goa/s." I never used

the teleological discourse of "goals" with
reference to either Danto or Duchamp as
singular consciousnesses. in fact, I wanted to show how by virtue of his positioning
within a definite ideological horizon-that of
Heglianism-a certain unconscious politics
was a/ways a/ready implied. This is not a
matter of Danto being a bad guy or having
sinister motivation; "Danto" is a symptom
of a much !arger, and more powerful hegemony which extends beyond our seemingly
parochial discussions of contemporary art.
I guess what I found so interesting
was the gap or tension between his stated
political position (left-tiberalish) and the
conservative variety of aesthetics he postulates. After all, he is the art<ritic for the
relatively left-leaning magazine, The
Nation.
I probably would not have taken the
time to compose a critiQue of Danto if he
were your garden-variety bourgeois aesthetician-1 assume most Bard folks would
be immediately suspicious of a modemist
figure such as Jean Clair were he to visit
and lecture on the importance of purified
pictorial form for the moral integrity of the

I

ruse for neutralizing and containing social
critiQue mustered by dominant museums,
critics, the art market and art programs
such asthat of Bard, where 'pluralism '
seems to enjoy a happy and carefree
career. As Hai Foster writes in Recodings :
" Marcuse noted how the old tactics of sexual Iiberation, so subversive in a society of
production, have come to serve the status
QUO of consumption; he termed this
'repressive desublimation.' Similarly, pluralism in art signals a form of tolerance
that does not threaten the status Quo.''
I would say that Herdman is conservative in a more old fashioned, modernist
way than Danto's pluralist posturing. While
Danto at least makes an gesture of openness to the negativity of the anti-aesthetic
and perhaps even the anti-philosophical ,
(however co-optive it may ultimately be)
Herdman comes right out and says it: the
barbarians at the gates of philosophy
must be kept out at all costs. Yet if the
edifice of the kingdom is truly so robust
and self-enclosed, why does it reQuire its
minians to defend it with such anxiety,
hatred, and violence?
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The Green Party Spreads to Bard!
Va/ues
Bard Gree n Matt Oine en anno unce s new club and outlin es Ten Key

OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS the Green
Party has emerged as the ideal political
party to represent the growing progressive
social movement in America. This past
Tuesday the Green Party finally spread to
the Bard campus.
The Bard Green Party has officially
formed in time to campaign for Ralph
Nader's 20 00 presidential bid.
Ap proximately 15 Bard students attended
th e fi rst meeting, along with two members
of the Duchess Greens, and a student
from Vassar College who has recently
formed a Green chapter there.
The meetingw as dedicated to brainstorming ideas for pre-Eiection Day activities on campus. There will be a focus on
creatively educatin g the Bard commun ity
about Green politics, and why it is important to support Nader.
The Bard Green Party will have Information ava ilable in Kline Commons on
Tuesday, October 3 to coincide with the
first presiden tial debates. Ralph Nader,
along with Reform Party candidate Pat
Buchanan, has been excluded from the
debates by the Debates Commission. The
Commiss ion, which was created this year
by the Democratic and Republican parties,
denies coverage to candidat es who fail to
draw 15% in national polls. The Green
Partysee s this as fundame ntally undemocratic.
The Bard Greens will be meeting in
the Campus Center Meeting Room at 7:00
pm on Tuesday, October 3 . The meeting
will be followed by a Billionaires for Bush
or Gore demonst ration outside of Weis
Theater (where the Debate will be shown).
All are welcome!
Forthose who are unfamilia r with
what the Green Partysta nds for, the following are its Ten Key Values:

public participa tion at every Ievei of government and to ensure that our public representatives are fully accounta ble to the
people who elect them. We will also work
to create new types of political organizations that expa_nd the process of participatory democracy by directly including citizens in the decision-making process.
Ecologlcal Wisdom
Human societies must operate with
the understa nding that we are part of
nature, not separate from nature. We
must ma inta in an ecological balance and
live within the ecological and resource Iimits of our commun ities and our planet. We
support a sustainab le society that utilizes
resources in such a way that future generations will benefit and not suffer from the
practices of our generation. To this end we
must have agricultural practices that
replenish the soil; move to an energy efficient economy ; and live in ways that
respect the integrity of natural systems.
Social Justlce and Equal Opportun lty
All persons should have the rights
and opportun ity to benefit equally from
the resources afforded us by society and
the environment. We must consciously
confront in ourselves, our organizations,
and society at large, barriers such as
racism and class oppression, sexism and
heterosexism, ageism and disability, which
act to deny fair treatmen t and equal jus-

Ten Key Va/ues:
Grassroots Democracy
Every human being deserves a say in
the decisions that affect their Jives; no
one should be subject to the will of another.
Therefore we will work to increase

This year several new efforts are
being made by the Bard administ ration
and commun ity to bring environm ental
issues and practices into tighter focus.
From the way that Bard handles it's recycling and waste, to a new graduate program in global scale environmentalism, to
student initiatives on campus, there will
be some notable changes. There will also
be a series of torums to discuss global
environm ental issues, the first of which
(climate cha nge) was held on Thursday,
September 27.
The Bard Environmental
Resources Dept. (BERD), has been boosted t his year. Laurie Decuitiis has become
the departme nt head, and new funding
has allowed there to be expansion in several areas and for Bard to be brought up
to code in some areas in which it was not
previously in compliance. "The purpose of
this new departm ent is to get Bard up to
speed with other colleges and universities
who are Ieaders in environm ental accountabiiity, recycl ing, composting, sustainab le
purchasing and building, and waste prevention. The hopes are to conserve environmenta l and financial resources, whiie
providing a living and working example of
an environmentally conscious and sustainable commun ity for all those passing
through,• says Dicuitiis. New and updated
methods include a new recycling system
and a stream lined compost procedure.,
while students worked with this year's L&T

tice under the law.

peace.
Decentralizatlon
Centralization of wealth and power
contribut es to social and economic injustice, environmental destruction, and militarization .
Therefore, we support a restructuring
of social, political and economic Institutions away from a system that is controlled by and mostly benefits the powerful
few, to a democratic, less bureaucratic
system. Decision-making should, as much
as possible, remain at the individual and
local Ievei, while assuring that civil rights
are protected for all citizens.

Respect for Diversity
We believe it is importan t to value
cultural, ethnic, racial , sexual, religious
and spiritual diversity, and to promote the
developm ent of respectful relationsh ips
across these lines. We believe the many
diverse elements of society should be
reflected in our
organizations and decision-making
bodies, and we support the leadership of
people who have been traditionally closed
out of leadership roles. We acknowledge
and encourage respect for other life forms
and the preservation of biodiversity.

Commun lty Based Economlcs
We recognize it is essential to create
a vibrant and sustainab le economic system, one that can create jobs and provide
a decent standard of living, for all people,
while maintain ing a healthy ecological balance. A successful economic system will
offer meaning tul work with dignity, while
paying a "living wage• which reflects the
real value of a person's work. Local communities must Iook to economic development that assures protection of the environment and workers' rights, broad citizen
participa tion in planning, and enhancement of our "quality of life". We support
independently owned and operated companies which are socially responsible, as
weil as co-operatives and public enterprises that spread out resources and control
to more people through democra tic participation.

Nonvlolence
lt is essential that we develop effective alternatives to our current patterns of
violence at all Ievels, from the family and
the streets, to nations and the world. We
will work to demilitarize our society and
eliminate weapons of mass destruction,
without being naive about the Intention s
of other governments. We recognize the
need for self-defense and the defense of
others who are in helpless situations. We
promote nonviolent methods to oppose
practices and policies with which we disagree, and will guide our actions toward
Iasting personal, commun ity and global

Femlnlsm
We have inherited a social system
based on male dominati on of politics and
economics. We call for the replacement of
the cultural ethics of dominati on and control, wlth more-coo perative ways of interacting which respect differences of opinion and gender.
Human values such as equity
between the sexes, interpersonal responsibility, and honesty must be developed
with moral conscience. We should remember that the process that determines our

session to get the freshman class to make
sure that students understa nd the importance of the recycling system.
Bard's environmental resource
dept. also has Iongerte rm plans to bring
changes in the way the Bard conducts
many of its functions to be more conserva tive with materials and resources. One
area of specific focus will be a push for
more progressive building and design initiatives. lt hopes to employ methods that:
use recycled materials, channel used
materials into recycling programs, conserve heat, use solar benefits, and have
less harmful Impacts on their natural environment. BERD hopes that the college will
adopt innovative, sustainab le practices
into as many of its functions as possible,
"to lessen the Impact of Bard's 'footprint .'"
On October 31 SERO will host
conservation activist Julia Butterfly Hili, a
woman who spent two years in a redwood
tree to protest logging of ancient forests
and deforestation. She will talk to the
Bard commun ity about her experiences.
Another area in which Bard is
broadening its scope is in its approach to
the global environmental commons. This
year marks the birth of the Center for
Environmental Policy at Bard which offers
a graduate program in international environmental policy which will train people to
consider environmental issues on an international scale in terms of internatio nal
negotiations and incentives. Joanne Fox-
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decisions and actions is just as import.a nt
as achieving the outcome we want.

I

Przeworski (pronounced sha-vor-ski), who
formerly dealt with such issues in the
United Nations, heads the program. ·we
were concerned that there was not as
good a translatio n as there could be from
what the science teils us about environmental problems to how we're going to
deal with them," said Przeworski. This program grew out of a previous one but the
"board of trustees decided that it needed
to have a greater presence on campus
and a different focus." The Center for
Environmental Policy is hosting a series of
torums on an array of subjects to bring
this subject matter into campus, especially in terms of internatio nal strategies of
conservation and responsibiiity.
The Earth Coalition will soon
on its agenda. The Earth
work
begin
Coalition is a student organized environmental group that, last year, was heavily
involved in the Genetic Engineering
protests in Boston. One of it's first moves
this year was to invite a speaker to
address the issue of the polluted Hudson
River in reference to PCB's: an industrial
waste product that has been part of a
number of debates including the New York
senatorial race. On-campus action by the
Earth Coalition will be focused on a cleaner Bard that produces less waste and
respects it's natural foundation, as last
year it was more focused off campus
action. The Earth Coalition has plans to
address the use of dangeraus pesticides

Personal and Global responsi bility
We encourage individuals to act to
improve their personal weil being and, at
the same time, to enhance ecological balance and social harmony. We seek to join
with people and organizations around the
world to foster peace, economic justice,
and the health of the planet.
Future Focus and Sustalna bllity
Our actions and policies should be
motivated by long-term goals. We seek to
protect valuable natural resources, safely
disposing of or "unmakin g" all waste we
create, while developing a sustainab le
economics that does not depend on continual expansion for survival. We must
counter-balance the drive for short-term
profits by assuring that economic development, new technologies, and fiscal policies are responsible to future generatio ns
who will inherit the results of our actions.
Our overall goal is not merely to survive,
but to share Jives that are truly worth llving. We beiieve the qua iity of our individual Jives is enriched by the quality of all of
our live&. We encourage everyone to see
the dignity and intrlnsic worth ln all of llfe,
and to take the time to understa nd andappreciate themselves, their commun ity and
the magnific ent beauty of this world.
For more info: www.greenparty.org
-Matt Dlneen

on campus, and genetically engineered
and non-organic food in Kline.
Overall, this year has begun with
some new heads turning towards the
importan ce of environmental issues.
Students have been organizing themselves on an array of different issues, as
could be seen when Bard's faction of
Critical Mass slowed traffic on 9G while
riding their bikes and running to promote
alternative transpor tation on National CarFree Day. And Bard as an Institutio n is
increasing its consciousness regard ing its
environmental role and the example it
sets for Institutio ns and individuals.
President Botstlen says that the motivation behind the changes is "for the college
to be, as much as possible, ahead of the
curve in terms of the way in which it deals
with its own environment. •
The activity <ln campus represents an increasin g awareness of the
importan ce of sustainln g the natural environment of the planet. lt also represents
the difficutty of impressin g that importance on commun ities, businesses, and
governments. Laurie Decuitiis says, "I
think our educatio nal Institutio ns should
be setting an example for all those who
study and work within them, as weil as the
wider community. This includes setting an
example of sustaina ble living practices ."

sport.s

Women 's Volleyball Beats John Jay
15-9, 4-15, 16-14, 15-11 and
Crushes Bay Path 15-5, 15-8, 15-5
This past Saturday the Bard Women's volleyball
team posted two wins tobring their record up to 5-7.
Lead by co-captains junior Emma Kreyche and freshman Veta Allan the team beat both Bay Path and John
Jay in a day full of hard work and success.
"They peaked at their skill Ievei today; the entire
team worked together and played hard du ring these two
matches," assistant coach Eva Bodula said of the girls
excellent performance in both of Saturday's matches.
in the Bay Path match the team totaled 17 service
aces and 27 attack,lkills. in the John Jay match Bard
totaled 14 team aces and 39 kills. Freshman co-captain
Veta Allan had an amazing day with a hitting percentage of .280 and 26 kills. Emma Kreyche who also
showed an excellent eftort totaled 19 kills in the two
matches.

And in Women's Tennis ...
The Bard women's tennis team creamed Mt. St.
Vincent 8-1 on Friday evening. Samantha Boshnack,
Rebecca Chernoft, Mara Druker, Kena Hazelwood, Katie
Winklestien-Duveneck, and Pia Carusone won matches
to boost their in conference record to 3-1 and their total
record to 4-2.

Sports! Wrap-Up .
in MLB news . . . the A's beat the Rangers 3.0 to
get that spot in the playofts ... the Mariners won
against the Angels 5-2 to beatout my darling Sox in the
wild card race . ..
in Bard sports news ... the mens rugby team
scored another moral victory against Sacred Heart only
losing two players to injury... oh and the score was
something to zero . . . Sacred Heart got the points ...
in NFL news .. . St.Louis beat San Diego 57-31 to
keep a perfect 5.0 record and to give San Diego a very

very humiliating record of 0-5 ... Tennessee beat the
NY Giants 28-14 ... New England poped those guys
from Denver 28-11 to receive the teams first win ...
The News From Sydney... the Dream Team sort of
crushed China yesterday 119-72 ... Brazil and ltaly's
men's volleyball teams won both of their matches to
keep perfect 5.0 records ... the Russian women's team
beat Peru in strait sets to keep their perfect 5.0 ...
Venus Williams and Russia 's Yevgney Kafelnikov got
those nice gold things for playing some good tennis .. .
Korea's women's handball team beat france 25-18 .. .
in other somewhat related news... this guy Al
Certo doesn't think Golota's mateh-up with Tyson will be
a clean fight. .. Mandy Moore rocked West Springfield
Mass. Friday night and I saw it. .. it was the best. ..
ever... oh yeah I just met Jesse Camp in New York ...
he looked at me and my friends and said, "you guys
Iook cool," . . . then he shook my hand . . . it was the
best

Soccerrama! by Max Juren
There is a little known chapter of the Bard athletic
department that has been making quite a name for
itself this fall semester. This division is known to some
as the Men's soccer team.
With an aggressive record of 2-6-1, these men are
having the time of their lives. The two teams that have
fallen to our beloved Raptors are SUNY Purchase, and
our very own little brothers and sisters, Simon's Rock.
Showing no sympathy for our own kin, Simon's Rock
was utterly pulverized by a monstrous 5 to nothing. This
game included a wicked header goal as weil as an
absolutely gnarly upper ninety score (an upper ninety
for those of you not weil versed in soccer lingo occurs
when the ball is expertly placed by a precise kick in the
top corner of the goal, thus sending the net and the
crowd all aquiver).
Points were scored by Matthew Warren, Ridaa
Murad, Adam North, while Elton Gutura , a new player
hailing from Zimbabwe managed to eke off two points
of his own. Meanwhile, Rudd Davis and Louis Munroe,
decidedly two defensive all-stars of the team, main-
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Get er Free T-Shirt!
Dld you receive your
Alumnl/ae 2004
T shirt? lf not, please stop by
the Alumni/ae Office, Ludlow
301, to pick one up.
For students expecting to
graduate in 2002 and 2003,
who did not receive the alumnl/ae T shirt, we have a few
left for you too.
Welcome future alumni/ae!
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tained a solid wall of protection against the ever-frisky
Simon's Rockers. Maybe that's why Mr. Davis is aftectionately dubbed "the wall" by so many onlookers (me).
Simon's number six was damn fast, especially for a
little guy. This kid had heart and damn, he had hustle.
He had so much damn hustle. I give him credit forthat
and I really just wanted to go out on that field and give
him big old hug. He was a cute little sucker and he had
his collar fli pped up too.
lt would be negligent to not mention that the
events taking place on the sideline were about as
action-packed as the game itself. Cheers were chanted
and the seeds of Iove were planted in the hearts of
each and every Raptor out there. Beer flowed like water
from a spigot, though it was necessary that the cans
were shrouded in the guise of either a sock or a shoe
so as not to alarm the ofticials. There was even an
impromptu half-time show put on by dedicated fans
that included a rodeo.
So in conclusion, if you ever want to have a good
time and you're in the mood for some real rough and
tumble fun, head on over to the field behind Stevenson
Gym and you're guaranteed a wild ride. But don't take
my word for it. Find out for yourself. See you on the
sidelines.
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Observer Editorial Policy
The Bard Observer is one of Bard
College's several student-run publications.
lt is pubiished every two weeks, on the following dates, with seven issues planned
this semester: September 12, September
25, October 16, October 30, November
13, November 27, and December 11.
The Bard Observer encourages the
submission of art work, photography,
res ponses to editorials and opinion pieces,
and letters to the editor and community. lt
ofters free advertising space for student
organization events. The deadline for submission is the Thrusday prior to the date
of publication. Text must be sent on a 3.5"
floppy disk in Microsoft Word(c) format (for
Macintosh(c) or PC), with accompanying
double-spaced hard copy, via campus mail
to "The Observer" or emailed in an
attached fi le to observer@bard.edu.
Piease note that we make no changes to
letters or ciub pages submitted to the
Opinions section . Piease check the
spelling of your words and the capitalization of your letters.
Opinions expressed in the Comics or
Opinions sections do not necessarily represent those of The Bard Observer or its
statt. Claims and allegations in these sections are those of the author/s alone. The
Bard Observer reserves the right to edit for
grammar, spelling, and coherency.
Anonymous submissions are accepted
rarely and require editorial consultation
with author/s after submission. The Bard
Observer copyright 2000.
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• A LETIER TO THE EDITOR FROM ADAM DAVISON •

"A FORUM OF FOR HYPOCRISY "?

5,400
THAT'S HOW MANY CHILOREN UNDER THE AGE
OF 5 HAVE DIED SINCE THE FIRST DAY OF
SCHOOL AS A DIRECT RESULT OF THE UN/US
LED SANCTIONS ONG IRAQ. THIS IS NOT AN
EFFECTIVE FOREIGN POLICY. IT'S GENOCIDE.
The lraq Working Group of the Student Action Collective meets every Tuesday
night at 8pm in the basement of the old gym.
October 1: "Where were you when the Bombing Started?"- a commu nity
event for talking about our experiences of the situation in lraq, an d how our
conceptions have changed since the war began in 1991. Short talk and
slideshow beforehand. Details to be announced.

l'd like to respond to Rafl Rom's opinion
He seems to see the situation like this:
piece, " Budget Forum: a Forum of for
one drunk fool called another group of drunk
Hypocrisy," published in the September 22
fools drun k fools. He then argues we need to
edition of The Bard Free Press. Rom was outget beyond "academics and abstract plays."
raged by the "state school" jab my fellow "Oid" lsn 't he framing the banal in an "abstract" way
Bardian made at the rugby squad, bless their
(and a convoluted one at that)?
unhelmeted heads. Rom read into this comMy sense of the event is that a number of
ment an implicit message that Bard, a private
people in the room were, sadly, taking themschool, is for spoiled rich brats who "wal low in
selves a bit seriously. Those students Rom
their misery writing poetry all day long'' and
describes as an elitist grou p of inebriated hypnot beer-guzzling animals. That's ridiculous.
ocrites were taking the piss out of the
For one, the individual in question is by no
process, as is their right and their historica l
means financially privileged and does not, to
ma ndate. Yet he seems to equate incivility
my knowledge, write poetry. ln fact, he is a
with intolerance. OK, these students were act'jock' and can keg stand with the best. ln selfing out. "Fine. So what?" (to quote from Aaron
defense, he says ''l'm not asthassist as you
Herdman's virulent attack on another "Oid"
clink I am." And besides, he has every fight to
Bardian in the sa me issue of The Free Press).
disrupt the Forum with a tasteless j oke, Halt's their right. Enough of this "pre-K" "ideology"
Ha. Look, it's not about class-politics or free
shit. But somehow I get the idea that some of
beer. The Forum is a venerable, student-run
the "New" Bard students are short on sense
theater of the absurd where direct democracy
of humor. Maybe that's because they don 't
is pushed to its functi onal Iimits.
test for it on the now mandatory SATs.
Sorely lacking from Rom's view is a sense
I think Romsunk a bit "low" hirnself by
of tradition. For better or for worse, the Forum
acting on assumptions to lump a group of peohas long been an occasion for mock-oratorical
ple with diverse opin ions and interests into a
combat in wh ich any view may be expressed,
homogenous mass and make a public attack
regardless of its merit. How can Rom call for
on them. lsn 't th is the tendency that truly
"an open environment" for the exchange of
characterizes racism and homophobia and a
ideas, and then call a foul when students
Iack of respect for difference?
don't conform to his community idea l? This
As for his central point that a minority of
smacks of (dare I say it?) hypocrisy.
"Oid" Bard students are hypocriti cal because
He is eager to expose the hypocrisy of a
th ey have been vocal about the need for stugroup of "out of control" individuals, claiming
dent self-determ inacy even as they impede
that "Bard students really sank to an all time
the processes by which he wants this to be
low" thanks to this one ill-considered comachieved, he's tied hirnself in a bit of a knot.
ment, which seems, for him, to exemplify
For one, most people in this group of rowdy
something bigger. Let's face it, hypocrisy is our loudmouths have had little tc, say publ icly on
bread and butter here at Bard , considering our issues of student government. And secondly,
irreconcilable positions of being privileged
having fun wh ile participating is key to any
academic elites on the one hand, and being
communal activity. I mean, would as many
for social justice on the other.
people show up if it weren 't for the beer and
But Rom went for the jugular, brilliantly
the spectacle? lf everyone took the Forum for
lambasting this egregious utterance as "elitist, what it is, everyone cou ld get what they want
isolationist, 'my mommy and daddy bought me (most people did , didn't they?) and enjoy
a new car wh en I turned 17 and l've been
themselves. After all, autonomy, debate,
going to private school since pre-K."' Wow! But acceptance, and revelry are not mutually
Iet me point out that Rom hirnself reinforces a
exclusive. And really, if he thinks the body
stereotype by equating "chugging beer" with
politic has sunk to a new low, he should have
"trat boys." lsn't "chugging" a universa l act of
seen what he calls the "Oid " Bard . As forme ,
revelry that transcends class and cultural difRom's opinions killed my buzz.
ferences?

Unprecedented /mprisonment, by Jacob Gordon, p. 2
Prison Initiative hosts event inspecting the prison-industrial complex.

Descension/Ascension, by Matt Dineen, p. 2
One Bard student stumbles upon a gang of guitar brandishing proselytes.

Critical Mass, by Adam Davison, p. 4
How Bard students and their bikes took over 9G for one glorious afternoon.

Representing Urban Arrangements, by Gabe Mendes, p. 6
Los An geles????????????????????????

Snap, Crackle . .. Popp!, by Scott Staton, p. 7
Electronic wizard ruminates upon multi-media misadventures.

People Who Make Computers Make Music, by Jack Lewis, p. 8
Back from France, long-time Observer critic gets tangled up in electronica.

Puppets, Hooray!, by Natasha Brooks-Sperduti, p. 11
Setter late than never: Discover the wonders that passed you by in September.

Letters to the Editor and Community, p. 12
Shankar Gopalakrishnan takes on global capitalism ... Wins! . . .
Central Committee members address Budget Forum.

"Politicization" is a Metaphysica/ Catagory, by Yates McKee, p. 13
McKee's response to Herdman's response to McKee's public Intervention.
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